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INTRODUCTION 

Can reforms aimed at shoring up the trees of the financial system fail to see the 
forest?  The answer, when it comes to non-performing loans (NPLs) in the EU, seems 
to be “yes”, for the existing measures and proposals that seem to pay attention to each 
minute detail fail, in our view, to get the bigger picture.  This happens despite that 
picture’s (worrying) implications is relatively clear, and its potential solutions, are 
relatively accessible.  Non-performing loans (“NPLs”) are by no means a new 
financial challenge.  The quality of loan portfolios is related to the economic cycle.  
Although the relationship between NPLs and growth/economic performance is a very 
complex one (as proven by empirical studies conducted in developing and middle 
income economies), it is clear that when there is a slowdown in the economy, the level 
of NPLs increases.1 This does not, however, make dealing with NPLs any easier.  
Humans are well known for failing too often to learn from experience, especially in 
the realm of economics, when practical experience implies that an economic cost must 
be accepted and ought to be borne by at least one actor.  The history of NPLs in Europe 
is one of belated action in addressing imbalance in banks’ balance sheets and 
misplaced market valuations.  NPLs’ evaluations have historically been too 
benevolent in the banks’ books and too severe in their fire sale market price.  This 
story invariably repeats in bank crises in every jurisdiction, although with variations 
in the severity and speed of the build-up of the NPLs themselves, as well as in the 
nature of the bad loans.2  

 
1 Gabriel Jiménez & Jesús Suarina, Credit Cycles, Credit Risk and Prudential Regulation, INT’L J. 

CENTRAL BANKING, June 2006, at 68.  
2 Note that data comparisons among jurisdiction are complicated by the fact that there is no common, 

cross-border scheme to classify assets. Currently no standard is applied universally to classify loans, the 
most sizable asset on many banks’ balance sheets. As a corollary, no common definition of non-performing 
loans (NPLs) exists: for an insightful paper documenting divergences in the definition of NPLs across 
countries, accounting regimes, firms and data sources, see David Bholat, Rosa Lastra, Sheri Markose, 
Andrea Miglionico & Kallol Sen, Non-performing Loans: Regulatory and Accounting Treatments of Assets 
(Bank of England, Staff Working Paper No. 594, Apr. 2016). 
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At first glance, an optimist could conclude that this time EU authorities have 
decided to step forward, with an ECB Guidance,3 a Council’s Action plan,4 an NPL 
Section on the Communication on the completion of the Banking Union by the 
Commission,5 followed by a package of measures to address NPLs risks,6 including 
proposals for a directive on credit servicers, credit purchasers and the recovery of 
collateral,7 an amendment the capital requirement regulation (CRR),8 and a blueprint 
on the set-up of asset management companies (AMCs).9 Yet, we argue that such 
measures, while positive in themselves, are mostly window-dressing, when weighted 
against the size and seriousness of the problem.  The problem is that market failures 
of this kind tend to rank too low in the agenda to muster sufficient support to overcome 
their challenges.  Dealing with NPLs can be a politically toxic issue that is, if possible, 
best left for the next person to deal with.  This exacerbates a problem that is already 
significant enough during or after a long economic crisis or a recession.  In the case 
of Europe, the toxicity is made worse by the pervasive (and acrimonious) debate over 
debt mutualization. 

Despite these difficulties, we believe that there is now a clear need to deal with 
NPLs at a European (or at least Eurowide) level in order to address the risk of under-
provisioning of NPLs throughout the European banking industry, to take away the 
volatility and uncertainty that the NPLs will continue to cause as long as they are on 
the banks’ balance sheets, and to free up regulatory capital to permit new lending.  In 
light of all of these risks, we address the challenges that lie ahead.10  

 
3 EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK (ECB), GUIDANCE TO BANKS ON NON-PERFORMING LOANS (Mar. 

2017), https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/guidance_on_npl.en.pdf [hereinafter ECB 
NPL Guidance]. 

4 Press Release, Council of the EU, Council Conclusions on Action Plan to Tackle Non-Performing 
Loans In Europe (July 11, 2017) (Press Release 459/17). 

5 Commission Communication on Completing the Banking Union, at 15, COM (2017) 592 final (Oct. 
11, 2017).  

6 European Commission, Commission Measures to Address the Risks Related to NPLs (Mar. 14, 
2018), https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/180314–proposal-non-performing-loans_en,  

7 Proposal for a Directive on Credit Servicers, Credit Purchasers and the Recovery of Collateral 
COM (2018) 135 final (Mar. 14, 2018) [hereinafter Proposal on Credit Servicers, Purchasers and 
Collateral].  

8 Proposal for a Regulation on Amending Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 as Regards Minimum Loss 
Coverage for Nonperforming Exposures, COM (2018) 134 final (Mar. 14, 2018) [hereinafter Proposal on 
NPEs minimum loss coverage]. 

9 Commission Staff Working Document, AMC Blueprint, Accompanying the Communication from the 
Commission Second Progress Report on the Reduction of Non-Performing Loans in Europe, SWD (2018) 
72 final (Mar. 14, 2018) [hereinafter Commission AMC Blueprint]. 

10 By way of disclaimer, this paper analyzes the ways to deal with NPES/NPLs, but does not enter the 
conceptual debate on how to characterize a Non-Performing Loan (NPL) or the broader concept of Non-
Performing Exposure (NPE) used by the European Banking Authority (EBA). This is subject to Article 178 
of Parliament and Council Regulation 575/2013/EU, On Prudential Requirements for Credit Institutions 
and Investment Firms, 2013 O.J. (L 176) 1, on the definition of “default”, and International Accounting 
Standard 39 (IAS 39) on the definition of “impaired” as well as the different guidelines and standards issued 
in this regard. See, e.g., European Banking Auth., Final Report: Guidelines on the Application of the 
Definition of Default Under Article 178 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013, Doc. No. EBA/GL/2016/07 
(2016); European Banking Auth., Regulatory Technical Standards on the Materiality Threshold for Credit 
Obligations Past Due Under Article 178 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013, Doc. No. EBA/RTS 2016/06 
(2016); ECB NPL Guidance, supra note 3. See also ECB, ADDENDUM TO THE ECB GUIDANCE TO BANKS 
ON NON-PERFORMING LOANS: PRUDENTIAL PROVISIONING BACKSTOP FOR NON-PERFORMING EXPOSURES 
(Oct. 2017), 
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The challenges cannot be overstated, and it is not surprising that the issue of NPLs 
has been seriously discussed not only by the ECB, but also by the Council and the 
Commission  The importance of tackling the problem is pertinent and necessary for 
two reasons. 

One is sheer size.  The quality of banks’ loan portfolios deteriorated substantially 
after the financial crisis in all advanced countries.  However, unlike in the United 
States (US), where the ratio of bad loans to total loans peaked at 5% in 2009 and then 
rapidly declined, the ratio kept rising in Europe until 2015 The  stock of gross Non-
Performing Exposures (NPEs) in Europe totaled in 2017 1 trillion euro and around 
500 billion euro in net terms (after provisioning), 7% of the area’s GDP.  This is the 
real elephant in the room.11 

The elephant’s trunk 
Fig.  1 – Stock of Gross NPEs (Euro 

billion, Q1 2017) 
Fig.  2 - Stock of Net NPEs (Euro 

billion, Q1 2017) 

  
Source: calculations and estimates on ECB – Consolidated Banking data. 

As is common of elephants, this one had a visible trunk.  Country-specific figures 
revealed what the EU average could still hide: a significant dispersion in NPLs 

 
https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/legalframework/publiccons/pdf/npl2/ssm.npl_addendum_draft
_201710.en.pdf. 

11 Brunella Bruno, Giuseppe Lusignani & Marco Onado, Why We Need to Breach the Taboos on 
Europe’s Non-performing Loans, 2017 EUR. ECON.: BANKS, REG. & REAL SECTOR, no. 1, 2017, at 113. 
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levels.12 The trunk was most visible in Italy, which had at its peak  a stock of 280 
billion euro in gross NPEs and 133 billion euro in net NPEs.13 In relative terms, Figure 
3 shows that Portugal and Italy had net exposure values four times the European 
average, with Cyprus and Greece almost 10 times the European average, another very 
sizeable trunk.14  

Fig.  3 – Gross and net NPE ratio (% values, Q1 2017) 

 
Source: calculations and estimates on ECB – Consolidated Banking data. 

Figure 4 illustrates the average coverage ratio (i.e., the amount of provisioning 
made against the stock of gross NPLs) by national banking systems in 2017.  Country-
by-country differences in coverage ratios are also a function of the relative strength of 
each country’s judiciary system, which affects recovery rates and the length of the 
recovery process.  There is a 10% difference in provisioning levels depending on the 
length of court proceedings. 

Fig.  4 - Coverage ratio (% values, Q1 2017) 

 
12 EBA, RISK ASSESSMENT OF THE EUROPEAN BANKING SYSTEM (Dec. 2016), 

https://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/1315397/EBA+Risk+Assessment+Report_December+2016.
pdf. 

13 According to Bank of Italy, as to Italy, the stock of Italian NPEs was, on December 31, 2016, 349 
Billion in gross terms, 173 Billion in net terms (9.4% of loans). Among those, 81 Billion are qualified NPLs, 
4.4% of total loans. Fabio Panetta, Vice Director-General, Banca d’Italia, Statement at the Seminario 
istituzionale sulle tematiche legate ai non performing loans: Hearing on Camera dei Deputati, VI 
Commissione Permanente (Finanze) at 3 (May 15, 2017), 
https://www.bancaditalia.it/pubblicazioni/interventi-direttorio/int-dir-2017/Panetta-150517.pdf. There are 
some differences between EBA and Bank of Italy figures due to different samples of banks included in the 
analysis. The data shown in this footnote refer to all Italian banks. 

14 There is also a significant dispersion between types of banks. As Andrea Enria noted, for large banks 
the NPL ratio is below 4% whereas for smaller banks it is approximately 25%. Andrea Enria, Chairperson 
of the EBA, Speech Delivered at the 7th FMA Supervisory Conference, Financial Markets 2.0–R(evolution): 
Reboot in the European Banking Sector (Oct. 5, 2016). 
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Source: calculations and estimates on ECB – Consolidated Banking data. 

Looking at this issue from a European perspective makes sense.  Europe has 
gained some experience in dealing with NPLs.  This experience helps us identify what 
has worked and could provide a partly developed framework for dealing with bank 
crises where a NPLs strategy could seamlessly fit in.  Without any pretension of being  
exhaustive,15 we look at three Member States (Ireland, Germany, and Spain) whose 
economies are relevant in the European Union and who have set up schemes to absorb 
banks’ impaired assets in the aftermath of the financial crisis.  The Article uses the 
recent experience of these European countries and their experiments with NPLs to 
discuss potential legal schemes that can help to curb the current problem.16 In the 
following sections, we will consider the decision-making involved when dealing with 
NPLs in general, as well as the experience of the EU countries that set up structures 
for that purpose (Part I).  We will then consider how Italy’s timid stepsmade things 
worse  and a possible counterfactual, if only bolder action had been taken instead (Part 
II).  We also consider in detail the aftermath of NPL strategies in Spain, which 
illustrate the non-negligible interactions between “macro” choices and “micro” 
developments that impact the bank-client relationship (Part III).  Finally, in our last 
section, we summarize and conclude. 

I. HARD CHOICES: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF APPROACHES FOR 
DEALING WITH NPLS AND LESSONS FOR AN EU-WIDE STRATEGY 

The Irish, German, and Spanish schemes, both conceptually and in broad terms, 
followed a model of action under which private borrowers’ default risk is absorbed 

 
15 We do not consider for instance Scandinavian experiences of the past or actions more recently taken 

in smaller economies, like in the Baltic countries. 
16 This paper follows the economic study that one of us recently co-authored. Bruno, Luisgnani & 

Onado, supra note 11. See also Giuseppe Lusignani & R. Tedeschi, NPLs: A New Asset Class for 
Institutional Investors?, (Prometeia Working Paper, Sept. 2016). These studies provide the econometric 
underpinnings necessary to set the stage and already discuss, from an economic perspective, possible ways 
forward. 
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partly through its distribution across the private sector, partly through public support.  
As the more salient precedent, banks in Nordic countries during the 1980s were 
allowed to sell their non-performing mortgages to bad banks under strict conditions in 
order to eliminate excess capacity.17 In this section, we will discuss the rationale for 
this type of government intervention to address market failure.  Next, we will consider 
the experiences of European countries through a decision-making tree, or matrix, 
which should serve as a blueprint for any attempt to deal with the problem, and analyze 
the idiosyncratic features of each country’s experience to complete the picture.  
Overall, this comparative analysis of specific jurisdictions should help discuss (and 
perhaps recalibrate in the future) the  EU strategy for NPLs. 

A. An Economic and Institutional Framework of “Legacy Assets” 

The rationale for government intervention in the field of “legacy assets” (i.e., 
assets that have been in the company’s balance sheet for a long time) is one of market 
failure.  A seminal contribution in this regard is Akerloff’s “Market for Lemons,” 
which suggests that in markets with asymmetric information (where sellers have more 
information about their assets than buyers do), an adverse selection problem ensues 
because uninformed buyers are only willing to pay a price that averages that of a high-
quality asset (e.g., a peach) and that of a low-quality asset (e.g., a lemon).  As a result 
of this choice, holders of good assets are gradually driven away, leaving only lemons.18 
In the NPLs context, it is true that buyers go through due diligence before the purchase 
(and before setting the price), but the due diligence is by its very nature based on 
samples of the overall NPLs portfolio.  Furthermore, banks do not have all the 
information that would be needed by buyers to accurately price the NPLs portfolio.  
Thus, there is, in a sense, an information problem on both sides of the deal.  Moreover, 
uncertainty on recovery ratios also stems from external factors whose future effective 
impact (e.g., time needed to recovery, efficiency over the period of the judicial system, 
macroeconomic conditions affecting recovery rates) cannot be fully predicted by both 
sellers and buyers.  Different estimates of the impact of these factors on the recovery 
rates also drive the bid/ask spread at the time of NPLs’ sale.19  

More recently, authors like Tirole have developed some of these ideas in models 
that demonstrate the effect of credit constraints on the 2008 financial crisis.20 In 
 

17 Claudio Borio, Bent Vale & Goetz von Peter, Resolving the Financial Crisis: Are We Heeding the 
Lessons from the Nordics? (BIS Working Papers no. 311, June 2010); DAVID G. MAYES, LISA HALME & 
AARNO LIUKSILA, IMPROVING BANKING SUPERVISION 11–48 (2001); specifically on Norway, see Thorvald 
G. Moe, Jon A. Solheim & Bent Vale (eds.), The Norwegian Banking Crisis (Norges Bank Occasional Paper 
no. 33/2004, 2004), http://www.norges-bank.no/en/Published/Papers/Occasional-Papers/33–The-
Norwegian-banking-crisis; on the crisis in Finland, see Peter Nyberg & Vesa Vihriälä, The Finnish Banking 
Crisis and Its Handling: An Update of Developments Through 1993 (Bank of Finland Discussion Paper no. 
7/94, 1994), 
https://helda.helsinki.fi/bof/bitstream/handle/123456789/13543/sp_DP_1994_07.pdf?sequence=1. 

18 George Akerloff, The Market for Lemons: Quality, Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, 84 Q.J. 
ECON. 488 (1970). 

19 See also L.G. Ciavoliello et al., Quanto valgono i crediti deteriorati?, BANK OF ITALY, NOTE DI 
STABILITÀ FINANZIARIA E VIGILANZA, no. 3, April 2016. 

20 Tirole’s model features firms (or sellers) that do not have enough cash to finance a new project, but 
hold legacy assets with values unknown to a competitive financial market, and are (the firms) credit-
constrained by agency costs in the project, which means they must sell a share of the legacy asset. Potential 
buyers will be concerned about the quality of the legacy asset, which means that small adverse news in the 
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Tirole’s model, the government optimally overpays for the weakest legacy assets to 
clear the market of these “lemons,” leaving firms with the strongest legacy assets in 
the market.  In turn, this reduces adverse selection enough to let the market rebound 
(but not excessively), in order to limit the cost to taxpayers.21 Other models argue that 
government intervention can have positive intertemporal effects, such as the 
government’s ability to subsidize trades only if it is done at an initial time.22 However, 
this hinges on the liquidity and transparency of the market.  If both are severely 
undermined, government action may have less of an impact. 

If these assumptions are true, government intervention can help address the 
problem of adverse selection and liquidity constraints.  In the case of Europe’s NPLs, 
it has been argued that intervention can take place through a combination of subsidized 
trade sizeable enough to restore confidence to the maximum extent possible and to 
incentivize the parties to trade.23 Furthermore, subsidized trade must also be time 
limited so that parties are disinclined to postpone the decision to trade and so that 
taxpayer losses are minimized. 

Thus, government intervention should primarily help the market to work out the 
mechanisms to close the gap between bid and ask prices created by negative 
information or another negative shock.24 That will usually require an intervention of a 
certain scale to ensure that markets are “thick” enough to attract a sufficient number 
of investors.25 The intervention should be taken under conditions that minimize moral 
hazard, although Arner, Avgouleas, and Gubson focus on past financial crises to argue 
that moral hazard issues tend to be overstated.26 

However, in the race to obtain the most efficient result, it is necessary not only to 
maximize utility, but also to do so within the existing restrictions.  In other words, it 
is a matter of finding the best possible scenario.  In this context, the main restrictions 
come from State aid rules.  Indeed, these rules have heavily impacted Member States’ 
maneuvering space in dealing with NPLs stock in the last few years.  As a solution, 
transfer prices should not exceed the real economic value (REV) of NPLs.  Next, value 
should be assessed through an independent valuation exercise applying a valuation 

 
market for legacy assets may generate a discontinuity in the volume of trade and prevent firms from 
accessing the funds they need to finance their project. See Jean Tirole, Overcoming Adverse Selection: How 
Public Intervention Can Restore Market Functioning, 102 AM. ECON. REV 29 (2012) pp. 29–99.  

21 Id. See also Thomas Philippon & Vasiliki Skreta, Optimal Interventions in Markets with Adverse 
Selection, 103 AM. ECON. REV. 1 (2012). 

22 Fuchs and Skrzypacz conclude in their model that under a sufficient condition it is optimal to 
subsidize trades only at time zero while imposing prohibitively high taxes afterwards. See William Fuchs 
& Andrzej Skrzypacz, Government Interventions in a Dynamic Market with Adverse Selection, 158 J. ECON. 
THEORY 371 (2015).   

23 Vitor Constâncio, Vice President of the ECB, Keynote Speech at Tackling Europe’s Non-
performing Loans Crisis: Restructuring Debt, Reviving Growth, Resolving Europe’s NPL Burden: 
Challenges and Benefits, (Feb. 3, 2017).  See also John Fell et al., Addressing Market Failures in the 
Resolution of Non-performing Loans in the Euro Area, in ECB FINANCIAL STABILITY REVIEW 134 (Nov. 
2016). Also the economic conjuncture may lead to very negative forecasts in terms of recovery values, 
despite government intervention. 

24 Giorgio Barba Navaretti et al., Getting Rid of NPLs in Europe, 2017 EUR. ECON.: BANKS, REG. & 
REAL SECTOR, no. 1, 2017, at 11. 

25 Id. 
26 Douglas Arner et al., Overstating Moral Hazard: Lessons from Two Decades of Banking Crises 

(Hong Kong University Faculty of Law Working Papers No. 2017/003, 2017). 
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methodology that is compliant with the requirements of the European Commission.  
Finally, bank losses should be shared among equity holders and subordinated creditors 
of the banks involved. 

B. Rationalizing Bad Bank Choices: A Strategic Decision-Making Matrix 

Addressing the rationale for a mechanism to deal with NPLs, together with 
appropriate restrictions from State aid rules, is just the beginning of the inquiry.  A 
NPLs strategy may be sensible and feasible, yet its implementation may yield 
inefficient results if the approach adopted is misguided.  It is important to know the 
main factors of institutional design that can determine the success or failure of a NPLs 
strategy.  As shown in past and recent studies, despite the fact that countries may 
diverge in their approaches towards bad banks, a set of available choices is 
crystalizing.27 In short, even if different choices can be made in order to adapt to the 
peculiarities of each case, the range of the choices available is becoming relatively 
stable.  The subject-matter of choice is also becoming stable despite the difference in 
the (mandatory) applicable law of each Member State. 

One key set of issues concerns the scheme’s governance and incentives, the first 
of which is whether the vehicle is going to be privately or publicly owned.  Private 
ownership can show the market’s trust in the project and facilitate more efficient 
management.  However, private ownership means that the losses will be fully borne 
by the banks, which will typically result in insufficient contributed resources to fully 
cover the losses.  If the problem is truly systemic, this will fail to address the lack of 
confidence. 

On the other hand, public ownership can put the State’s larger resources behind 
the solution to the problem, which appears to be a quicker way (in relative terms) to 
restore confidence.  However, that confidence can be quickly lost if the State’s 
resources are perceived to be insufficient or not fully committed, which can happen if 
the losses suffered by the taxpayer purse make the measures unpopular and the State 
needs to back off.  Confidence can also evaporate if public ownership paves the way 
for political meddling and mismanagement.28  

Thus, in practice, a combination of public and private ownership could be ideal, 
provided that a sufficient level of institutional independence is granted and governance 
and incentives are carefully delineated.  The hybrid approach was the one chosen in 
Spain and Ireland, not a surprising coincidence since the design of Spain’s AMC, 

 
27 Daniela Klingebiel, The Use of Asset Management Companies in the Resolution of Banking Crises 

(World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No. 2284, 2002); Stefan Ingves et. al, Issues in the 
Establishment of Asset Management Companies (IMF Policy Discussion Paper PDP/04/3, 2004); Shekhar 
Aiyar et al., A Strategy for Resolving Europe’s Problem Loans (IMF Staff Discussion Note SDN/15/19, 
Sept. 2015); see also Stephanie Medina Cas & Irena Peresa, What Makes a Good “Bad Bank?” The Irish, 
Spanish and German Experience (EC Discussion Paper 036, Sept. 2016). For more examples, see those 
included in the recent volume of EUROPEAN ECONOMY: BANKS, REGULATION, AND THE REAL SECTOR, no. 
1, 2017. In that volume, see Andrea Enria et al., Completing the Repair of the EU Banking Sector - A Critical 
Review of an EU Asset Management Company, id. at 59; John Fell et al., A Role for Systemic Asset 
Management Companies in Solving Europe’s Non-performing Loan Problems, id. at 71; Emilios Avgouleas 
&  Charles Goodhart, Utilizing AMCs to Tackle Eurozone’s Legacy Non-Performing Loans, id. at 97; Bruno, 
Luisgnani & Onado, supra note 11. 

28 See Medina Cas & Peresa, supra note 27, at 7–8. 
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SAREB, was basically guided step-by-step by the officials of Ireland’s AMC (NAMA 
SPV, or NAMA).  In Spain and Ireland, AMCs had public versus private ownership 
percentages of 55/45% for the Spanish SAREB,29 and 51/49% for the Irish NAMA 
SPV.30 In the case of NAMA SPV, however, a veto right over certain decisions was 
granted to the public owner (NAMA).31 German authorities, on the other hand, chose 
100% public funding,32 since the process resembled more of the second step in a bank 
nationalization process, rather than the typical AMC process for the management of 
NPLs. 

This example shows that, while the type of ownership is important, it does not 
fully explain how the AMC works unless choices also involve the vehicle’s 
governance and incentives.  The AMC needs to work smoothly and professionally, but 
it is also important to understand that it needs to be perceived as accountable to and 
working in the best interest of the public.  One could argue that a purely private model 
of governance and incentives, with executive and non-executive directors, managers, 
and employees with pay-for-performance, may ensure greater professionalism.  
Conversely, public governance and incentives may result in underperformance.33 
However, if private governance and incentives were always conducive to the best 
results, there would be no need for the State to establish an AMC in the first place.  
Thus, correct staff policies are critical to ensure that the wrong type of incentives do 
not run amok.  The recent Commission Blueprint for AMCs, in line with some of the 
above observations, switches the debate from public/private ownership, to the need of 
independence and proper governance, and it is decidedly favorable to private 
remuneration and incentives.34 

Beyond actual risks, there is also a perception problem, as the public may see 
profit incentives as negative per se, in which case it may not suffice just to keep the 
AMC’s management under a tight leash.  In that same light, further public and social 
accountability may appear necessary to rebuild public trust.35 The risk here is that this 
would skew the AMC towards mixing the goal of managing NPLs efficiently with 
other goals, such as facilitating social housing or other political economy objectives.  
These may be worthy goals and still compatible with the core mission of efficient 
credit collection, however, given the difficulty of striking such balance, multiple goals 
may sometimes make the management of the AMC’s mission more difficult.36 The 
Commission’s Blueprint lacks any kind of nuance in this sense: AMCs should be 
preferably single-mandate.37 

 
29 The private holdings were held by 14 national banks, two foreign banks, several insurers, and one 

energy company (Iberdrola), while the public holding was in the hands of the resolution authority (the 
Fondo de Restructuración Ordenada Bancaria, or FROB). 

30 See Medina Cas & Peresa, supra note 27, at 13. 
31 Id. 
32 Public funding was extended through the SoFFin, and the Market Stabilization Fund. 
33 Ingves et al., supra note 27, at 17–18. 
34 Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 9, at 43. 
35 Ingves et al., supra note 27, at 14. 
36 Id. at 6. These authors do not recommend mixed strategies. 
37 The mandate of the AMC must also be clear and unambiguous. Any secondary objectives should 

be avoided unless clearly subordinated to the primary objectives. Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 
9, at 42. 
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The latter point is related to a second range of issues which concern the vehicle’s 
assets: which entities should participate and how, as well as which assets should form 
part of the scheme and how should those assets be transferred.  The main question is 
whether the entities’ participation should be voluntary or mandatory.  All things being 
equal, voluntary participation is preferable.  However, as outlined above, this is a 
“market for lemons,” prone to adverse selection issues.38 Thus, authorities will need 
to ensure that those banks affected by NPLs issues participate in the program through 
legal mandate or through the exercise of supervisory competences.39 One way to make 
the outcome more predictable is to link participation to asset quality review or stress 
tests. 

Similarly related is the issue of which assets should form part of the scheme for 
NPLs.  First, this requires a decision over the desired level of centralization and 
separation from the banks that originated the assets.  A decentralized way to deal with 
NPLs can involve different autonomous vehicles (one for each bank), which, at one 
extreme, could be specific units within a bank that benefit from the banks’ superior 
knowledge in dealing with NPLs.40 On the other hand, it may make it harder for the 
market to distinguish between vehicle and bank,41 and it may perpetuate an unhealthy 
relationship between lender and borrower, which may have led to the loan being a 
NPL in the first place.42 Moreover, combining loans from different banks to the same 
borrower in one vehicle might increase transparency/data quality and hence interest 
collection and sale of the assets.  The Commission Blueprint tries to identify the 
elements for successful strategies with centralized AMCs.43 

A more centralized approach involves a single vehicle for the whole jurisdiction, 
or several centrally managed (yet distinct) vehicles.  This has the advantage of 
 

38 Voluntary participation may give rise to inaction, given the first-mover disadvantage, or to cherry 
picking of NPLs. Fell et al., supra note 27, at 80. 

39 The Commission’s Blueprint seems to share this view, although it expresses the need to duly protect 
the bank’s fundamental rights.  

Obliging banks via national legislation to transfer the relevant NPLs to the AMC would impact 
their fundamental rights and would therefore need to be justified in the public interest (e.g. for 
financial stability purposes). The encroachment (i.e. the national measure) also needs to be 
proportional. Most notably, it needs to be necessary and balanced as regards the public interest vs 
the protection of individual rights. 

Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 9, at 42. It would be desirable if borrower’s rights also received 
attention. 

40 Klingebiel, supra note 27, at 3; Ingves et al., supra note 27, at 8. 
41 This dichotomy is related to the one between “flow” or “stock” approaches to resolve bank distress 

illustrated by Klingebiel. “Flow” solutions allow banks to strengthen their capital base through increased 
banking system profits, and do not explicitly address the stock of bad debt. Stock solutions consist in 
restoring viable but insolvent or marginally solvent institutions to solvency or liquidating unviable 
institutions. “Flow” solutions only work in non-systemic crises. Klingebiel, supra note 27, at 4. Ever since 
Klingebiel’s study, however, experience shows that dealing with insolvent or marginally solvent banks is 
not the exact same strategy as dealing with the stock of NPLs, but some conclusions can be extrapolated 
here, i.e. decentralized solutions that allow “bad banks” to be held as internal units of the affected banks are 
closer to a “flow” solution, since they let the bank use its expertise to deal with NPLs and recover at its own 
pace, and thus are only viable if the problem is not systemic, and confidence is still high. Then, centralized 
solutions will be preferable in case of a systemic problem, but solutions that “externalize” the problem away 
from the affected banks will be necessary (regardless of whether a centralized or decentralized structure is 
chosen) if there is low confidence in the banks’ ability to sort out the problem by themselves. 

42 Klingebiel, supra note 27, at 4–5. 
43 Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 9, at 5.  
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economies of scale, as well as the possibility of specializing in the specific skill set 
required by NPLs, which may have more to do with recovery than with negotiation to 
ensure repayment.  Experience shows that, in terms of opportunity cost, NPLs take 
time and resources away from other more profitable business.44 The vehicle approach 
may also facilitate the clean break that needs to be perceived positively by the market 
in order to fund the other banks involved so they can restart lending.45 The 
disadvantage here is clearly the loss of direct, qualitative information, especially of 
the “soft” kind, which may be necessary to distinguish between apparently akin cases 
where the same figures (e.g., LTV ratio, level of income) can mask different levels of 
creditworthiness. 

Laying down the choice in these terms does not point to a specific best approach, 
but it leads to asking the right questions, which, in turn, requires addressing the issue 
of the centralization of the scheme together with the issue of the type of assets.  On 
the one hand, one needs to consider the relative advantages of specialized vehicles in 
dealing with AMCs, and thus one needs to ask whether AMCs have a demonstrated 
track record of recovering value in specific asset classes.46 One must also ask whether 
the conclusion changes depending on the volume and (lack of) homogeneity of the 
assets, for example whether a tipping point is reached where management becomes 
too complex. 

In this sense, the Commission’s Blueprint adopts a one-size-fits-all, approach, 
which links centralized AMCs with a single mandate, with private governance and 
incentives, and corporate loans assets.47 This is all very well if the NPL crisis primarily 
involves that kind of assets.  The question is what happens in cases where the assets 
are of a different kind, including retail assets. 

In our view, together with the ideal conditions for the setting up of AMCs, one 
needs to consider the system’s problems and needs.  More specifically, the question 
becomes whether the NPLs problem is restricted to a single entity or rather pervades 
the whole financial system, and what kind of asset management is needed.  Should 
such management focus on enforcement and liquidation, or on obtaining compliance 
by the borrowers?  In the cases within the EU, the models appear to have been chosen 
in a manner consistent with each problem.  Thus, a centralized model was chosen in 
the Spanish and Irish cases where the different AMCs dealt with NPLs across the 
banking sector because the NPLs problem was systemic in nature.48 Conversely, the 
German FMS was set up following a single-purpose model since the problem appeared 
essentially restricted  to few single entities, the most prominent of which was Hypo 

 
44 Ingves et al., supra note 27, at 7–8.  
45 Conversely, mutually reinforcing feedback loops exist between high levels of NPLs, excessive 

corporate debt, and weaker investment and delayed recoveries. See Aiyar et al., supra note 27, at 13. 
46 This is the case, according to some authors, of assets such as commercial real estate, large corporate 

exposures and syndicated exposures. Fell et al., supra note 27, at 77. 
47 Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 9, at 12–13, 46–47. 
48 SAREB received real estate assets and loans from nine financial institutions, NAMA from five 

financial institutions. SAREB’s assets were located in Spain, while NAMA’s assets were spread between 
Ireland and the UK. This facilitated the quicker winding up of NAMA’s portfolio, since prices held up better 
in the UK than in Ireland (or Spain). See Kathrin Muehlbronner & Yves Lemay, “Bad Banks” in Ireland, 
Spain and Germany: Diverging Fortunes, MOODY’S INVESTOR SERVICE (Oct. 27 2015), 
http://www.politico.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/MoodysBad-Banks.pdf.  
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Real Estate.49 Leaving aside the specific nature of FMS and instead focusing on the 
centralized models, the asset selection in NAMA was more homogeneous and 
concentrated in typical asset classes for AMCs such as large commercial real estate 
assets, whereas SAREB received many small value property loans and collateral, 
primarily residential ones.50 The choice could be justified by the nature of the problem, 
but it has made SAREB’s work more difficult. 

The other critical issue is the size and speed of the disposals by the AMC.  A 
speedy disposal rate eliminates the risk of further deterioration.  However, in scenarios 
of high volatility, it may contribute to a flooding of the market and may further depress 
prices.51 In contrast, a more gradual approach allows a better calibration of supply and 
demand but may be more capital intensive.  In practice, this will be a very ad hoc 
calculation, which will heavily depend on the type of assets.  NAMA, SAREB, and 
FMS were set up with different horizons in their divestment plans.52 

The final issue concerns the scheme’s structure, including the structure of its 
liabilities and funding.  For funding, the alternatives are either senior debt (with the 
further choice between senior bonds/notes or bank deposits) or capital/subordinated 
debt.  The advantages of senior debt are obvious.  In a climate of low confidence, 
senior debt will be easier to place in the market.  Bank deposits will give access to 
central bank funding, which is advantageous to obtain liquidity for an entity that 
typically operates with illiquid assets.  On the other hand, bank deposits require a 
banking license and more exacting prudential rules, including exacting capital 
requirements, which may be difficult to bear by an entity whose portfolio is formed 
by high-risk assets.  In turn, this means that it would not be possible for the AMC, 
even if it resorts to deposit funding, to disproportionately rely on it (or senior debt for 
that matter) since a minimum percentage of funding should be in the form of capital 
as required by mandatory rules.  Even if no deposit funding is sought and no banking 
license or mandatory capital rules become necessary, senior debt will not attract a high 
rating and thus will fail to fully restore confidence unless there is some capital and 
subordinate funding to act as a cushion in case of financial distress.  Still, the problem 
of funding through capital and subordinated debt is that it may be difficult to find a 
market for these securities at times where confidence and appetite for risk are low. 

In light of this, the choice over the type funding is not an either/or issue.  In 
practice, all AMCs will be funded through a combination of capital, subordinated, and 
senior debt.  The question is rather what sort of combination may ensure both that 
senior debt receives a high rating and that subordinated funding does not come 
undersubscribed. 

One issue that partly determines funding is moral hazard.  Whatever final 
structure the bad bank takes, the structure cannot create an incentive for banks to 

 
49 However, the assets of FMS represented 7% of German GDP, lower than NAMA’s 19.6% of Irish 

GDP, but larger than SAREB’s 5% of Spanish GDP. See Muehlbronner & Lemay, supra note 48, at 2.  
50 See Medina Cas & Peresa, supra note 27, at 23. 
51 Id. at 8. 
52 NAMA was created in 2009 with debt reduction targets of 25% by end-2013, 80% by end-2017, 

and 100% by end-2019. SAREB was created with a maximum of 15 years for its divestment plan (maximum 
lifespan). FMS was created with a fixed lifespan of 10 years. See Medina Cas & Peresa, supra note 27, at 
39. 
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engage in reckless lending in the future.  This problem is partly fixed by establishing 
a sufficiently severe discount (a “large haircut”) in the transfer price.  However, 
relying solely on haircuts may be risky.  The asymmetry of information that 
characterizes the market for lemons also applies when the transaction takes place 
between the bank that originated the legacy assets and the government.  However, this 
time the government has signaled its intention to buy, which creates an incentive for 
the bank to overstate the price as much as possible, or to simply offload their hopeless 
assets.53 Recent studies question the importance of moral hazard considerations in 
NPLs and other strategies to deal with systemic bank crises,54 but they remain a 
relevant factor in devising the optimal strategy.  To avoid this problem, the main tools 
that can be used are claw back provisions that can impose further losses/costs on the 
originating banks (or ask for repayment of sums) if the initial valuation proves too 
optimistic.  Claw backs help limit taxpayer losses as they arise, do not require an initial 
disbursement by banks, and permit recovery of illegal State aid.  However, they may 
be challenging to implement and enforce.55 Similarly, skin-in-the-game provisions, by 
which those originating banks retain a junior or mezzanine interest in the bad bank 
scheme, can also be an effective tool.  By being two-sided, skin-in-the-game 
provisions are fairer, in the sense that investors share the burden in case there are write-
offs, but also benefit from an upside if the prospects improve.  Also, by requiring 
private investment, they may ensure compliance with State aid rules from the outset.  
However, by requiring the banks to invest, skin-in-the-game provisions may create 
problems for institutions that may already struggle raising capital for themselves. 

The NPLs schemes are less detailed on the specific issue of moral hazard since 
the entities with a sizeable bulk of NPLs have often paid the price in the form of write-
down of equity and hybrid instruments that sometimes accompany restructuring, 
forced recapitalization, or nationalization measures.  Ireland introduced a claw back 
provision in the form of a tax surcharge when transferred assets suffered further 
losses,56 but the claw backs or skin-in-the-game provisions were partial or non-existent 
in the case of Germany or Spain.  In the former case, this created an important problem 
because there was no way to recover the illegal State aid.57 

In terms of the vehicle’s structure, the option is between a classic AMC, which 
itself manages the pool and issues debt, and a securitization scheme, where the 
securities issued by the vehicle are directly backed by specific asset pools.  Sound 
proposals have been presented in favor of classic AMCs by a variety of authorities on 
the subject.58 We suggest a proposal that uses securitization schemes as the central 
idea because this can facilitate the issuance of securities in tranches,59 make it easier 
 

53 Piers Haben & Mario Quagliariello, Why the EU Needs an Asset Management Company, CENTRAL 
BANKING (Feb. 20, 2017), https://www.centralbanking.com/central-banking-
journal/opinion/2481794/why-the-eu-needs-an-asset-management-company. 

54 Arner et al, supra note 26. 
55 Ralph De Haas et al., Reducing Non-Performing Loans in Europe, EUR. ECON.: BANKS, REG. & 

REAL SECTOR no. 1, 2017, at 132. 
56 NAMA Act § 221. 
57 The Commission saved the issue by considering the fact that the bank had been nationalized, and 

thus the gains accrued to the State, plus the subsequent downsizing and restructuring measures, as sufficient 
to consider the aid legal.    

58 See Enria et al, supra note 27; Avgouleas & Goodhart, supra note 27, at 97–111. 
59 See Bruno, Luisgnani & Onado, supra note 11. 
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to estimate the credit quality of those securities, and facilitate their distribution.60 
Alternative proposals do not even consider this issue, which means that our proposal 
may be largely compatible with the AMCs proposed by other authors.61 In this sense, 
AMCs may be set up to govern the process, but the funding may be obtained by 
securitizing asset pools, rather than through the issuance of securities directly by the 
AMC itself.  Thus, as opposed to being distinct from other proposals, our securitization 
option may simply be more detailed and specific on the point of funding. 

 
60 DAVID RAMOS MUNOZ & KEVIN INGRAM, THE LAW OF TRANSNATIONAL SECURITIZATION (2010). 

Chapters 2 and 4 provide an analysis of the patrimonial structure of securitization schemes. 
61 Barba Navaretti et al., supra note 24, at 16, also considers that the different proposals could overlap. 

Choice Advantages Disadvantages Spain Ireland Germany Further considerations 
Public / 
Private 
Ownership 

Private: 
efficient 
management 
Public: large 
resources, 
restores 
confidence 

Private: AMC 
loss is banks’ 
loss; loss of 
confidence 
Public: 
taxpayer loss 
unpopular; 
political 
meddling 

Hybrid, 55% 
(14 national 
banks, 2 
foreign 
banks, 
insurers and 
1 utility) - 
45% 
(FROB) 

Hybrid 51 – 
49% 
(NAMA 
holds veto 
power) 

100% public 
(SoFFin – Mkt 
Stabilization 
Fund) 

When does a vehicle show as state 
debt? 
What measures ensure its 
independence? 
What will be its supervisory 
regime? 
What are the tools to ensure 
transparency and accountability? 

Private / 
Public 
Governance 

Private: better 
incentives & 
management 
Public: 
accountability 

Private: 
transparency 
& 
accountability 
Public: 
meddling, 
lack of focus 

-Independent 
-Board 
-Banco de 
España 
supervision 

-Independent 
-Board 

Executive & 
supervisory 
board 
-Supervision 
by FMSA 

Narrow v.  
Broad 
Mandate  

Narrow: 
ability to 
focus 
Broad: 
expertise put 
to use in 
“social” goals, 
like housing; 
politically 
more 
palatable 

Narrow: 
wrong 
incentives 
running loose 
again; 
politically 
unpopular 
Broad: 
interference 
between 
mandates, 
none is 
properly 
fulfilled 

Divestment 
15 years 
(taking long) 
& affordable 
housing 

Debt 
reduction & 
residential 
housing 

Divestment 
plan 10 yrs 
(making 
progress) 

Is it possible to formulate a clear 
strategy with measurable goals? 
Does the legal system help 
accomplish goals? 
Are there correct staff policies in 
place to reward success and deter 
misconduct? 
Do transparency/accountability 
rules help keep wrong incentives in 
check? 

Centralized/ 
Decentralized 

Centralized: 
economies of 
scale, 
specialization 

Centralized: 
loss of direct 
qualitative 
information 

Centralized Centralized Decentralized 
Single Purpose 

Is problem circumscribed, or 
systemic? 
What kind of management is 
needed 
(repayment/enforcement/disposal)? 
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Decentralized: 
banks better 
placed to 
resolve NPLs 

Decentralized: 
skills are 
different; no 
clean break, 
confidence is 
not restored; 
keeps toxic 
lender-
borrower link  

How efficient is the legal system? 

Assets Better homogeneous assets 
Haircut must ensure quick loss 
recognition 

Variety of 
assets, some 
small, 52.7% 
haircut  

 Loan 
minimum 
thresholds 
57% haircut 

Variety of 
assets, book 
value transfer 

Does an AMC have a competitive 
advantage over banks in managing 
the specific types of assets? 

Disposal rate 
quick v.  
gradual 

Quick: no 
further 
deterioration, 
losses quickly 
recorded 
Gradual: 
ability to 
manage 
supply and 
demand 

Quick: can 
depress prices 
Gradual: risks 
further 
deterioration, 
capital 
intensive 

10 years.  
Going 
quickly 

15 years.  
Going 
slightly 
slowly 
 

 How capital-intensive are the 
assets? 
How volatile is the market?  Can it 
absorb the volume of NPLs? 
How large is the volume of NPLs 
that can be managed efficiently? 

Funding 
(equity & 
subordinated 
debt v.  
senior debt & 
deposits) 

Equity & 
subordinated 
debt: cushion 
builds 
confidence 
Senior debt: 
easier to find 
buyers; a state 
guarantee 
may be more 
acceptable 
Deposits: 
access to 
central bank 
funding 

Equity & 
subordinated 
debt: who 
buys it? 
Senior debt: 
will not 
restore 
confidence 
without 
capital 
cushion 
Deposits: 
banking 
license, with 
onerous 
capital & 
liquidity 
requirements 

-State-
guaranteed 
senior debt 
50.8 billion 
euro 
-
Subordinated 
debt 3.6 
billion euro 
Equity 1.2 
billion euro  
wiped out 
followed by 
conversion 
of 
subordinated 
debt 
 

State-
guaranteed 
senior bonds 
30 billion 
euro 
Subordinated 
bonds 1.6 
billion euro 
Equity 100 
million euro 

Government 
bonds replaced 
by own 
funding, with 
government 
guarantee 

How much equity & subordinated 
debt can be absorbed?   
By whom? 
Which losses (investors or 
taxpayers) will be more unpopular? 

Claw back v 
skin-in-the-
game tools 
against moral 
hazard 

Claw back: 
protection of 
public funds, 
no initial 
disbursement 
by banks, 

Claw back: 
hard to 
implement, 
lessens 
incentive for 
proper 
valuation, and 

None Claw back: 
tax 
surcharge if 
NAMA 
makes losses 
(NAMA Act 
Sect.  225) 

Only limited 
claw back.  
Nationalization 
ensures 
benefits accrue 
to the state, 
and 

How reliable was the asset 
valuation process? 
Can affected banks raise funds to 
participate? 
Do banks need to be incentivized to 
participate? 
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C. Idiosyncratic Features of the Irish, German, and Spanish: The Story Behind 
Each Choice 

The decision-making tree/matrix offered above is not intended to be 
deterministic.  Different problems call for different approaches.  Furthermore, each 
financial system has its unique features, which may not be fully captured by the matrix 
and may skew the decision-making process in one direction or another.  The following 
paragraphs intend to illuminate a schematic overview of the previous ones by telling 
the story behind each node of the decision-making tree, including the specific drivers 
behind each transaction, the resulting features of the scheme, and the treatment under 
European State aid rules.  We will do this for the case of Ireland, Germany, and 
Spain.62 

1. Ireland 

The Irish case was characterized by a systemic problem that exceeded the 
government’s financial capabilities and thereby needed to be off government books.  
The bad bank in charge of managing NPEs was set up in December 2009 by the 
National Asset Management Agency Act 2009 (NAMA Act).63 This was more than a 
year after the adoption of the 2008 Financial Support Act, when the Irish government 
stepped in and guaranteed all deposits and liabilities of Irish banks for about 375 
billion euro, more than double the Irish GDP.  The Act ensured the Ministry’s power 
to issue binding written guidelines and directions on NAMA,64 and required that the 

 
62 As a cautionary note, these schemes were all adopted before the Commission Communication on 

State Aid Rules to Support Measures in Favour of Banks in the Context of the Financial Crisis (“Banking 
Communication”), 2013 O.J. (C 216) 1. 

63 Available at http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2009/act/34/enacted/en/pdf. See also Mattia 
Lungarella, La gestione dei crediti in sofferenza in quattro Paesi europei, 2016 ANALISI GIURIDICA 
DELL’ECONOMIA 619, 620–26 (2016). 

64 Directions issued to date are listed at Legislation, NAT’L ASSET MGMT. AGENCY, 
https://www.nama.ie/about-us/governance/legislation/.  

compliance 
with State aid 
Skin-in-the-
game: two-
sided (loss but 
also gain if 
there is an 
upside), 
private 
investment 
present from 
the outset, 
compliance 
with State aid 

maximize 
asset value 
Skin-in-the-
game: 
difficult to 
raise funds 

downsizing 
limits unfair 
advantage 
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Agency submit a detailed set of annual accounts, an Annual Statement, and quarterly 
reports on the Agency’s activities. 

However, the key aspect was the need to take advantage of a July 2009 decision 
by Eurostat which ruled that special purpose vehicles (SPVs) that were majority 
owned by private companies would be regarded as being outside of the government 
sector if they met a number of conditions.65 The conditions stipulated that the SPVs 
had to be of temporary duration and established for the sole purpose of addressing the 
financial crisis.  Ireland carefully respected these conditions: NAMA held 49% of the 
National Asset Management Agency Investment Designated Activity Company 
(NAMAI DAC), whose majority stake was held by private institutions.66 A 
shareholders’ agreement granted NAMA veto power over a number of decisions.  In 
this sense, NAMA-issued debt was not treated as part of Ireland’s General 
Government Debt under European accounting rules.  This also permitted NAMAI 
D.A.C.  to operate as a “professional” bad bank.  It chose to do so through the use of 
multiple companies, each of them specialized in all different areas and services 
necessary for the efficient management and collection of NPLs, as the figure below 
shows. 

 
Source: National Asset Management Agency website. 

 
65 Medina Cas & Peresa, supra note 27, at 16. See also Albert Braakmann & Thomas Forster, 

Challenges in Improving the Measurement of the Government Financial Position and in the Classification 
of Units as Public or Private (Paper for the 58 ISI Congress, Aug. 21–26, 2011), 
https://www.bis.org/ifc/events/2011_dublin_111_02_braakmann.pdf.   

66 New Ireland Assurance Co. plc, BNY Custodial Nominees (Ireland) Ltd, The Representative Church 
Body and The Church of Ireland Clergy Pensions Fund. 
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Funding was ensured through securities issued by National Asset Management 
Limited (NAML).67 The securities issued by NAML were given a state guarantee and 
exchanged with the transferred NPLs so that recipient banks could use them as 
collateral in central bank refinancing.68 The scheme was open to all Irish banks but 
included limits on asset class and timing.  It was also partly discretionary: the seller 
made an offer of eligible assets and the bad bank could cherry pick those to be 
transferred (and possibly ask for different assets).69 This made the process long 
(almost eighteen months, from March 2010 to October 2011) and protracted (the 
transfer occurred in nine tranches for a gross value of 74 billion euro).  Notably, there 
was a discount of 57% on NPLs net book value, which meant that the relevant banks 
totaled a loss of more than 28 billion euro.70 The figure below summarizes the position 
by institution:  

 
Source: National Asset Management Agency website. 

Bank assets were acquired at an acquisition value that was determined in line with 
Part 5 of the NAMA Act and the Valuation Regulations as the long-term economic 
value of the loan.  Various factors were taken into account in the calculation of the 
long-term economic value of the loan, including the current market value of the 
security (both real estate assets and non-real estate assets, such as shares), the long-
term economic value of property, and the market value of the bank asset.  As the figure 
below summarizes, the discounts applied to nominal loan balances to derive an 
acquisition price determined, for the most part, by the current market value of property 
securing the loans and, to a lesser extent, by further discounts made to reflect legal 
difficulties, such as the extent to which security can be enforced or deficiencies in title. 

 
67 Since the scheme transferred from the banks’ balance sheet NPEs for a total price of EUR 31.2 

Billion, senior debt was issued for about EUR 30.2 Billion (95% of the total); the remaining 5% was 
subordinated debt. Senior debt is expected to be fully repaid by the end of 2017 (at May 2017, 98% of senior 
debt was already repaid). Subordinated debts are expected to be repaid by March 2020, and the scheme is 
currently targeting a profit of about EUR 2 Billion. 

68 The full text of the state guarantee is available at 
https://www.nama.ie/fileadmin/user_upload/GuaranteeOfTheMinister ForFinance.pdf. 

69 Five of them (three credit institutions and two building societies) made use of it. See Medina Cas & 
Peresa, supra note 27, at 36. The asset classes were detailed in the NAMA Act, art. 69. The assets had to be 
on the bank’s balance sheet as of December 31, 2008. 

70 They also remained exposed to the risk associated to the subordinated notes held in exchange and 
to the possible introduction of a tax to cover the operating losses of the agency. 
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The final aspect of the scheme was compliance with European State aid rules.  In 

the NAMA decision, the European Commission found that the asset relief scheme 
(and thus de facto any measure falling under this scheme) was apt to remedy a serious 
disturbance in the Irish economy.71 In turn, this finding met the requirements that the 
Banking Communication adopted as guidelines to apply Article 107(3)(b) of the 
TFEU to support measures taken to rescue banks within the context of the financial 
crisis.72 In order for an aid scheme to be deemed compatible under Article 107(3)(b) 
TFEU, it must be appropriate, necessary, and proportionate.  Furthermore, according 
to the Restructuring Communication, in order to be compatible with the internal 
market under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU, the restructuring of a financial institution must 
lead to the restoration of the long-term viability of the bank, include a sufficient 
contribution (burden sharing) by the aid beneficiary itself, and include the installation 
of sufficient measures to limit any distortion of competition.73 

Asset relief measures, for their part, are assessed by the Commission under the 
Impaired Assets Communication (IAC),74

 
which lays down the methodologies for the 

valuation of the impaired assets, as well as the necessary remuneration of State aid 
provided.  It also specifies the criteria for the evaluation of the State aid given to the 
banks as a result.  Such requirements go well beyond previous precedents, such as the 
French government’s aid to Crédit Lyonnais.75 

 
71 Commission Decision on the Establishment of a National Asset Management Agency (NAMA), in 

Case N725/2009 (Ireland), C (2010) 1155 final (Feb. 26, 2010).   
72 In line with Commission Communication on the Application of State Aid Rules to Measures Taken 

in Relation to Financial Institutions in the Context of the Current Global Financial Crisis, 2008 O.J. (C 
270) 8 [hereinafter 2008 Banking Communication]. 

73 See Commission Communication on the Return to Viability and the Assessment of Restructuring 
Measures in the Financial Sector in the Current Crisis Under the State Aid Rules, 2009 O.J. (C 195) 9.  

74 Commission Communication on the Treatment of Impaired Assets in the Community Banking 
Sector, 2009 O.J. (C 72) 1. It defines asset relief as any action that “free[s] the beneficiary bank from . . . 
the need to register either a loss or a reserve for a possible loss on its impaired assets and/or free[s] regulatory 
capital for other uses.” 

75 The conditions for approval of aid granted in 1995 by the French government to Crédit Lyonnais 
were limited to ensuring the effective sale or liquidation within predetermined timeframes of a significant 
portion of non-performing and doubtful assets transferred to a special purpose vehicle, with such vehicle 
being itself a wholly-owned subsidiary of Crédit Lyonnais. State Aid Decision NN52/95. 
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In the Irish case, the Commission highlighted that the implemented measures 
abided by the requirements of ex ante transparency and disclosure of impairments, as 
well as by rules on burden sharing of the costs related to the transfer of assets between 
the government and the banks’ shareholders and creditors, and by the rules on 
remuneration.76 

2. Germany 
The German case could very well carry a “do not try this at home” sign, given 

that its choices were largely driven by the early time of its adoption, by Germany’s 
seemingly endless financial firepower, and by the high rating of its sovereign bonds.  
The October 2008 Finanzmarktstabilisierungsfondsgesetz already identified the NPLs 
problem and tried to respond to the financial crisis in the wake of the Lehman Brothers 
collapse by establishing a state-guaranteed Fund (the SoFFin).  The SoFFin contained 
up to 400 billion euro liquidity guarantees and up to 100 billion euro capital, managed 
by the newly established agency for financial stabilization (FMSA).77 The scope of 
that legislation was extended to deal with the NPLs problem through the 
Finanzmarktstabilisierungsfortentwicklungsgesetz, which introduced a new Article 
8(a) to the Finanzmarktstabilisierungsfondsgesetz, whereby the FMSA and SoFFin 
were granted the possibility to set up specialized winding down agencies for the 
acquisition and management of NPEs (Abwicklungsanstalten).78 These powers 
worked in tandem with the newly created powers for the nationalization of failing 
institutions under the law for crisis acquisitions (Rettungsübernahmegesetz) to 
facilitate the liquidation of the bank.79 The Erste Abwicklungsanstalt (EAA), 
established in December 2009, was the first agency called to manage the WestLB non-
performing assets.  However, in terms of size and complexity of the transaction, the 
most important agency was FMS Wertmanagement (FMS-WM), established in July 
2010, to manage the NPLs of Hypo Real Estate (HRE) Holding.80 Thus, Germany’s 
vast financial resources afforded it the possibility of adopting a “single entity” 
strategy, whereby a new bad bank was established every time a new credit institution 
encountered financial problems, without dealing with the system on a more 
comprehensive basis. 

The NPLs transfer was made via a division, and the bad banks’ ownership 
structure reflected the credit institutions under the program.81 In the WestLB case, the 
EAA was established by Sparkassenverband Westfalen-Lippe (25%), by Rheinisher 
Sparkassen and Giroverband (25%), and by the Land Rheinland Westfalen and its 
related entities for the other 50%.  In the HRE case, the FMS-WM was established by 

 
76 The Commission considered the measures involving State guarantees and asset transfers compatible, 

as “the remuneration of the State [was] embedded in the purchase price,” with a 170 bp margin being “added 
to the . . . Irish government bond yield for the relevant maturity[] used to discount the assets' expected long-
term cash flows.”  Commission Decision on the Establishment of a National Asset Management Agency 
(NAMA), in Case N725/2009 (Ireland), ¶¶ 100, 102, C (2010) 1155 final (Feb. 26, 2010).   

77 Finanzmarktstabilisierungsfondsgesetz [FMStFG], Oct. 17, 2008, BGBL I, at 1982 (Ger.). 
78 Finanzmarktstabilisierungsfortentwicklungsgesetz [FMStFEntwG], July 17, 2009, BGBL I, at 1980 

(Ger.). 
79 Rettungsübernahmegesetz [RettungsG], Apr. 7, 2009, BGBL I, at 725 (Ger.). 
80 FMS WERTMANAGEMENT, https://www.fms-wm.de/de/ (last visited July 14, 2018).  
81 This was in accordance with the special rules set out in FMStFG, art. 8(1), ¶¶ 1, 8. 
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the SoFFin, in the name and on behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany, since the 
bad bank transaction was predated by a nationalization of HRE. 

The establishment of these bad banks was grounded on the legal concept of a 
division or “company cleavage” (Spaltung) which enables a company and its 
shareholders to split the company, provided they retain joint liability for the activities 
of the entities resulting from the division.  The law provided several possibilities to 
set up bad banks (or “winding down” agencies) via demerger: privately, under regional 
state law, or under federal law.  Importantly, all bad banks were classified as non-
banks, which enabled them to draw up their balance sheet under German accounting 
principles instead of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

In practice, the private solution was never applied.  Instead, a regional state 
solution was chosen in Hamburg (HSH Nordbank) and a federal solution was applied 
to WestLB and HRE.  The federal solution was based on the principle that the original 
owners were liable for the Abwicklungsanstalten.  In the case of HRE, the original 
shareholders were squeezed out by FMSA before the FMS-WM’s split off took effect, 
which made it possible for the federal government to open its large pockets to extend 
a guarantee as the new owner of the entity.  In case of the EAA (WestLB), only 
Nordrhein Westfalen (NRW) and the Savings associations, not the federal 
government, guaranteed the EAA.  This worked because NRW had a rating almost as 
good as the federal state.  This is, perhaps, the most important aspect of the German 
case and what makes it unique.  Both agencies were backed by a guarantee of the 
SoFFin, which in turn was backed by a guarantee of the federal government (or a state 
with a similar credit rating).  This structure made it possible to transfer NPLs to the 
bad banks at their book value.82 

The European Commission’s assessment was based on IAC requirements.  
Despite the strong government involvement, the schemes and restructuring plans 
devised for WestLB and HRE were somewhat surprisingly deemed compatible with 
State aid rules.  The arguments used to validate this peculiar approach was the clear 
functional and organizational separation traced between the beneficiary bank and the 
assets (so as to prevent conflicts of interest), as well as the argument that if burden-
sharing could not be ensured ex ante, with the bail-in of the banks’ shareholders, banks 
were bound to contribute at a later stage with the introduction of claw back clauses 
and completion of in-depth restructuring.  In terms of what specifically valuation and 
burden-sharing should look like, paragraph 21 of the IAC stresses the fact that correct 
remuneration is an essential element of the burden-sharing requirement.  In both 
German transactions, the Commission said it had ensured that any pricing of the asset 
relief included adequate remuneration for the state, taking into account the risks of 
future losses exceeding those projected in the determination of the real economic value 
(REV) of the portfolio.  83  

 
82 Thus, EAA was the recipient of participations, loans and securities in its banking book with a 

notional value of EUR 155 Billion, and a trading book composed mainly of derivatives (primarily interest 
rate and currency transactions) with a notional value of EU 1 trillion. See Erste Abwicklungsanstalt (EAA) 
Annual Report 2014, at 5. FMS-WM was the recipient of assets with a nominal value of EUR 175.7 Billion 
and derivatives with a notional value of about EUR 350 Billion. See FMS WERTMANAGEMENT, AÖR 
ANNUAL REPORT 2011, at 44, 53, 122.  

83 Cf. Commission Decision on State Aid C 17/09 by Germany for the Restructuring of Landesbank 
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3. Spain 

Serving as a bad bank to manage NPLs, Spain established an AMC as a special 
condition of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed in July 2012 with the 
European Commission, which governed the extension of 100 billion euro to support 
the banks’ restructuring.  The MoU required problematic assets of aided banks to be 
quickly removed from the banks’ balance sheet and transferred to an external AMC, 
SAREB.  Transfers had to take place at the (long-term) REV of the assets, to be 
established on the basis of a thorough asset quality review process. 

The AMC had to purchase the assets at REV in exchange for a “suitably small” 
equity participation in the AMC, with bonds issued by the AMC being structured to 
be eligible for ECB refinancing and to be guaranteed by the state, by cash, and/or by 
high quality securities.  The AMC had to be given the possibility to hold problematic 
assets to maturity.  SAREB, which had an initial duration of 15 years, was set up 
according to the special provisions of Act No.  9/2012 and of Royal Decree No.  
1559/2012 and is currently composed of 21 private investors holding 55% of its share 
capital and by the Spanish resolution fund holding the remaining 45%.84 SAREB 
issued equity and subordinated debt for about 4.8 billion euro and all additional 
funding was collected through the issuance of senior debt assisted by the state 
guarantee of Spain so that it could be used as collateral in central bank refinancing.  
The SAREB acquired by the nine banks listed in Article 48 of the Decree No.  
1559/2012 was composed of an overall consideration of about 50 billion euro at a 
discount price on the relevant book value of about 63% for real estate and 45.6% for 
credits.  The management of the transferred assets remained with the transferors under 
an appropriate service agreement until December 2014 and was then assigned to four 
specialized entities on January 1, 2015.85  

SAREB has been winding down assets at a slow pace.86 Part of the problem relates 
to difficult macroeconomic conditions: SAREB’s assets are limited to Spain and Spain 
began to turn the corner of the economic crisis relatively recently.87 However, other 

 
Baden-Württemberg, 2010 O.J. (L 188) 1. 

84 Act 9/2012, of 14 November, of Restructuring and Resolution of Credit Institutions, and Royal 
Decree 1559/2012, of 15 November, which establishes the legal regime of asset management companies. 
The information on SAREB’s shareholders is available on https://www.sareb.es/es_ES/conoce-sareb/que-
es-sareb/accionistas-y-bonistas. 

85 The four entities are Altamira Asset Management, which was awarded the portfolios of Catalunya 
Caixa, BMN and Caja3, representing over 49,000 real estate and financial assets and 29% of SAREB’s total 
portfolio value; Haya Real Estate, which was awarded the 49,500 property sector loans originated by Bankia 
and later acquired by SAREB, which represent 39.7% of the total value of the Company’s portfolio; 
Servihabitat, which was awarded the entire portfolios of Banco de Valencia, NovaGalicia Banco and 
Liberbank, with a combined total of over 32,000 loans and properties; and Solvia, which was awarded the 
portfolios of Banco Gallego and Banco Ceiss, as well as the real estate assets of Bankia, with a combined 
total of 46,500 assets. See SAREB, ANNUAL ACTIVITY REPORT 2016 at 122 (2016), 
https://www.sareb.es/file_source/web/contentInstances/documents/files/Annual%20report%202016.pdf.  

86 From 2012 to 2016 only 21% of SAREB’s portfolio has been wound down. See id. at 46. See also 
Press Release, European Central Bank, Statement by the Staff of the European Commission and the 
European Central Bank Following the Seventh Post-program Surveillance Visit to Spain, (Apr. 28, 2017) 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2017/html/ecb.pr171023_1.en.html. 

87 The winding-down has been greater in the regions of Madrid and Barcelona, where the market has 
recovered the most. See Medina Cas & Peresa, supra note 27, at 23. In 2016 the entity managed to complete 
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issues are present as well.  First, SAREB has many small loans, which increases the 
time and cost of their management.  Second, the process has shown that the value 
transfer, although at a significant discount, was still optimistic and has been subject to 
further write-downs requiring a bail-in.88 In this case, this means a conversion of 
subordinated debt into shareholders’ equity.89 This was caused by the fact that the 
original valuations were made taking into account the development plans of some 
regions and municipalities, which were put on hold or scrapped altogether when the 
crisis struck.90 This has left SAREB with numerous real estate assets which are 
extremely difficult to wind down.91 

The State aid criteria were also respected with SAREB.92 More specifically, the 
Commission closely monitored the methodology for valuation of the impaired assets 
transferred to the AMC between 2012 and 2013 under the EU financial assistance 
program.  The Commission found the asset transfer in line with State aid rules, due to 
its being based on the estimated long-term REV of the assets and the application of a 
discount.  This accounted for expenses to be assumed by the AMC and for a negative 
short-term outlook for divestment of the assets at stake.  The transfer price was about 
5-10% below the projected real economic value of the assets, ensuring remuneration 
to the government in the form of a potential upside in asset value. 

D. Current Choices: Existing measures and proposals, and their limited scope 

The next step consists in comparing the lessons from the different national 
experiences with the reality of the current EU NPL strategy.  The opening moves took 
place in 2017, with the publication by the ECB of its Guidance to banks on non-
performing loans,93 and the release, by the Council, of its conclusions on an Action 
plan to tackle non-performing loans in Europe,94 followed by a Commission 
Communication in October 2017, with the measures completion of the Banking 
Union, which included a whole section on NPLs.95 Thus, at first glance, it would look 
as if the top monetary, political, and administrative authorities of the EU were aware 
 
larger institutional operations. SAREB, ANNUAL ACTIVITY REPORT 2016 at 53 (2016), 
https://www.sareb.es/file_source/web/contentInstances/documents/files/Annual%20report%202016.pdf. 

88 The write-downs included EUR 259 million in 2014, EUR 719 million in 2015, and additional write-
downs in 2016, with provisions of EUR 2,044 million.  SAREB, ANNUAL ACTIVITY REPORT 2016 at 10–
11 (2016), 
https://www.sareb.es/file_source/web/contentInstances/documents/files/Annual%20report%202016.pdf 

89 In May 2016 a conversion of EUR 2,171 million of subordinated debt into capital was approved, to 
handle write-downs to its portfolio. See id. 

90 The largest category of SAREB’s real estate portfolio is housing, around 45%, often with small 
loans, difficult to manage. However, it also includes development land (around 15%), land ready to build 
(13,8%), and rural land (6,6%). See id. at 30. 

91 In fact, unlike loans, which have experienced some decline, real estate assets have increased, from 
EUR 11,343 million in 2012, to EUR 12,292 million in 2016. Id. at 46. This is due to the fact that in addition 
to the real-estate properties that were already in SAREB’s portfolio, the entity now has to manage those 
resulting from the enforcement of unpaid loans. 

92 See Commission Decision on State Aid SA.35253 (2012/N) – Spain, Restructuring and 
Recapitalisation of the BFA Group, C (2012) 8764 final (Nov. 28, 2012). 

93 ECB NPL Guidance, supra note 3. 
94 Press Release, Council of the EU, Council Conclusions on Action Plan to Tackle Non-Performing 

Loans in Europe (July 11, 2017) (Press Release 459/17). 
95 Commission Communication on Completing the Banking Union, at 15, COM (2017) 592 final (Oct. 

11, 2017).  
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of the challenge, and this time (and unlike the previous banking-cum-sovereign debt 
crisis) wished to be ahead of the curve.  This impression seemed to be confirmed by 
the Commission’s unveiling in March 2018 of a package of measures to address the 
risks related to NPLs,96 which included proposals for a directive on credit servicers, 
credit purchasers and the recovery of collateral,97 an amendment the capital 
requirement regulation (CRR),98 and a blueprint on the set-up of asset management 
companies (AMCs).99 

Upon closer inspection, however, the approach is uninspiring, to put it mildly.  It 
is as if the team sent to deal with a time bomb were to focus exclusively on 
containment strategies, to reduce the impact radius, and monitoring strategies to catch 
the bomb-maker next time he tries.  Both are important, but they leave out defusing 
strategies to prevent the bomb from exploding, which, in our view, are the most 
important, and the most urgent. 

The inadequacy of the measures to the challenge at hand can be seen from the 
nature of each measure.  NPLs are a macroeconomic problem, with a two-way relation 
with economic performance (they can be caused by weak GDP growth and 
unemployment, but also have a detrimental impact on GDP growth100).  This 
transcends the specific originating bank, and affects the whole financial system,101 and 
must thus be dealt with at a systemic level.102 Yet the ECB’s NPLs guidance is directed 
at individual banks,103 and the two concrete legislative proposals put forward by the 
European Commission concern the loss coverage of non-performing exposures by 
individual banks,104 and on the enforcement of NPLs by those banks, or by specialized 
servicers,105 and the purchases of those credits by credit purchasers.106 In contrast, the 
blueprint for AMCs, which is the macro mechanism par excellence to deal with NPLs, 
is included in a Commission Staff Working Document, accompanying a second 
progress report, i.e.  with no binding force.  The approach of the proposal can also be 
seen in subtler language aspects, such as the use of the word “system”, which, in the 

 
96 European Commission, Commission Measures to Address the Risks Related to NPLs (Mar. 14, 

2018), https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/180314–proposal-non-performing-loans_en. 
97 Proposal on Credit Servicers, Purchasers and Collateral, supra note 7. 
98 Proposal on NPEs minimum loss coverage, supra note 8. 
99 Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 9. 
100 Wolfgang Bergthaler, Kenneth Kang, Yan Liu, & Dermot Monaghan, Tackling Small and Medium 

Sized Enterprise Problem Loans in Europe (IMF Staff Discussion Note SDN/15/04, 2015); Nir Klein, Non-
Performing Loans in CESEE: Determinants and Impact on Macroeconomic Performance (IMF Working 
Paper WP/13/72, 2013); Mwanza Nkusu, Nonperforming Loans and Macrofinancial Vulnerabilities in 
Advanced Economies (IMF Working Paper WP/11/161, 2011). 

101 Katia Berti, Christian Engelen & Bořek Vašíče, A Macroeconomic Perspective on Non-
Performing Loans (NPLs), 16 Q. REP. ON EURO AREA 7 (2016). 

102 See, e.g. the special number of European Economy 2017.1 on Non-Performing Loans, where all 
the proposals are based on a system-level solution. 

103 The guidance makes useful recommendations on banks’ development of an NPL strategy, 
embedded in the organization’s processes, NPL governance structure and operational set-up, criteria for 
forbearance, NPL recognition, impairment measurement and write-offs, and collateral valuation. ECB NPL 
Guidance, supra note 3, at. 8, 18, 39, 47, 65, 86.  

104 New articles 47a-47c, 159 and 469a, as introduced by the NPEs Minimum loss coverage 
proposal, supra note 8. 

105 Proposal on Credit Servicers, Purchasers and Collateral, supra note 7, arts. 4–11 (credit servicers), 
23–33 (accelerated extrajudicial collateral enforcement). 

106 Proposal on Credit Servicers, Purchasers and Collateral, supra note 7, arts. 13–18. 
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explanatory part of the CRR reform, and credit servicers, refers to the EU’s financial 
system,107 while in the AMC blueprint it refers to the “domestic banking system/s” 
and the banking system “of the Member State”.108 Thus, the Commission is ready to 
acknowledge the EU-dimension of the problem when the consequence is the 
harmonization of rules.  In the case of AMCs, where the logical consequence of 
acknowledging the EU-wide dimension of the problem would be the setting up of an 
EU-wide structure, the problem is domesticized.  The key to the EU’s approach is in 
a paragraph in the explanatory part of both the CRR reform and credit servicers 
proposals, which reads:  

While the primary responsibility for tackling high levels of NPLs 
remains with banks and Member States, there is also a clear EU 
dimension to reduce current stocks of NPLs, as well as preventing 
any excessive build-up of NPLs in the future given the 
interconnectedness of the EU’s banking system and in particular that 
of the euro area.  In particular, there are important potential spillover 
effects from Member States with high NPL levels to the EU 
economy as a whole, both in terms of financial stability and 
economic growth.109 

In reality, to gather the fully accurate view, once should invert the order of the 
paragraph, and acknowledge that “while there is an EU dimension to the NPL 
problem”, and potential spillover effects, “the primary responsibility remains with 
banks and Member States”.  This is more in line with the impression one gets from an 
analysis of the proposals, which are stronger in terms of EU-level harmonization, and 
weakest, if not absent, when it comes to an EU-level strategy to deal with the problem.  
Consider that, in the last episode of a macro financial crisis, EU policymakers created 
the Banking Union, and changed the whole system of microprudential rules.  Logic 
dictates that, (i) if NPLs pose a macro problem, which transcends individual banks, 
(ii) if measures concerning the transfer of NPLs, their servicing and enforcement are 
useful, but AMCs are the focal point of any NPL strategy that intends to deal with 
NPLs at an EU level, and (iii) if the current NPL problem has a EU dimension, any 
strategy should involve some kind of EU-level AMC structure.  A brief glance at the 
proposals shows that this is not even on the table. 

One may sympathize with a Commission facing formidable political constraints, 
or even understand some countries’ reluctance to support measures that remotely look 
like giving rise to the risk of intra-EU transfers.  Yet somehow the Council and the 
 

107 See the references to “[a] more integrated financial system will enhance the resilience of the EMU,” 
“addressing high stocks of non-performing loans (NPLs) and non-performing exposures (NPEs) as well as 
their possible accumulation in the future is an important part of the Union’s efforts to further reduce risks 
in the banking system,” “there is also a clear EU dimension to reduce current stocks of NPLs, as well as 
preventing any excessive build-up of NPLs in the future given the interconnectedness of the EU’s banking 
system” or “fostering restructuring of the banking system” in both the Proposal on Credit Servicers, 
Purchasers and Collateral, supra note 7, and NPEs Minimum loss coverage proposal, supra note 8, at 1–2. 
In the recitals, however, the word is used once to refer to the EU’s financial system, and once to refer to the 
interconnectedness of the “banking and financial systems across the Union.” See recs. (1) and (2) of both 
the Proposal on Credit Servicers, Purchasers and the Proposal on NPEs Minimum loss coverage. 

108 Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 9, at 3, 5, 8, 10.  
109 Proposal on Credit Servicers, Purchasers and Collateral, supra note 7, at 2, and Proposal on NPEs 

Minimum loss coverage, supra note 8, at 2. 
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Commission consider that NPLs are a Member State responsibility that needs to be 
dealt with domestically, while the EU’s role is limited to seek the harmonization of 
rules on transfer, servicing and enforcement, hoping that this will suffice for an EU-
wide market on NPLs to miraculously arise from nothing by the sheer willingness of 
private players.  Technically speaking, this might be adequate for an NPL crisis 
occurring 20 years from now but is grossly unsuited to the needs of the present. 

Yet the current proposals are nonetheless useful to understand what is the nature 
of the reluctance by EU institutions (and some Member States) to adopt a strategy that 
deals with NPLs at an EU level, and adds a macro component of crisis management 
that helps shore up the mostly microprudential Banking Union.  This reluctance comes 
from the risk of (i) loss transfers from banks to the taxpayer; and (ii) loss-transfers 
from one Member State to another.  Yet, as shown below, an EU-wide strategy needs 
not be hijacked by the debate on loss-sharing and mutualization, but should begin with 
the more basic, structural matters that have been identified above.  As to how to do 
that, we venture an alternative approach in the next section. 

   

E. Better Choices: The Opportunity for an EU-Wide Strategy for NPLs 

The long saga of the EU financial crisis has made clear that there is a shortage of 
instruments to deal with crises.  The path of regulatory harmonization can still yield 
some results, but it should not be the only channel of reform.  Indeed, the Banking 
Union was a momentous leap forward not only because critical structures of 
supervision and resolution were transferred to EU institutions, but because, for the 
first time, there was a common backstop for the financial sector in the form of a 
common deposit guarantee scheme.110 The belated delivery of the latter is unfortunate 
because it represents a fundamental pillar of the Banking Union and also one that was 
taken as a basic assumption when political agreement was reached to rapidly adopt the 
Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) and the SRM.  Without an EU backstop, it 
would have been simply counterproductive for peripheral Member States to accept the 
European supervisory and resolution mechanisms.  Although the Eurozone should not 
be seen as a “transfer Union,” a certain level of solidarity and cohesion among 
Member States is necessary if Europe is to be taken a step forward and if the Eurozone 
is to survive.111    

This also explains why there is an increasing need to supplement those still 
incomplete measures with alternative measures that focus on the systemic problem of 
NPLs.  So far, the implemented measures tend to focus only on the financial health of 
individual institutions.  Academic contributions increasingly advocated more forward-
looking measures, like those in an issue of European Economy entirely dedicated to 

 
110 See Marco Lamandini, David Ramos & Javier Solana, The European Central Bank (ECB) as a 

Catalyst for Change in EU Law Part 1: The ECB’s Mandates, 23 COLUM. J. EUR. L. 1, 22–27 (2016), for 
an outline of the measures. 

111 Cf. JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ, THE EURO: HOW A COMMON CURRENCY THREATENS THE FUTURE OF 
EUROPE 22, 31 (2016). 
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the issue of NPLs.112 Representatives of institutions, although writing on a personal 
capacity, tended to favor solutions that do not require debt mutualization.  Enria 
advocated a harmonization of the criteria for the use of government guarantees in 
disposing of NPLs.113 Fell, Grodzincki, Martin, and O’Brien proposed a system of 
national AMCs coordinated under common rules.114 Regling advocated a fiscal 
backstop without debt mutualization.115 Academic authors, on the other hand, tended 
to favor varying degrees of debt mutualization.  Goodhart and Avgouleas advocated a 
European AMC with fiscal backstop and limited debt mutualization,116 as hadBruno, 
Lusignani, and Onado.117 

Mutualization at an EU-level is an extremely important challenge but should not 
hijack the entire debate.  Beyond the issue of the distribution of the burden among 
Member States, there are other extremely pertinent questions that can be discussed 
first and, once answered, can help to address the other question in a more precise 
manner.  The focus should not be on a “yes or no” on the issue of EU mutualization, 
but instead on what level of coordination and insertion is required within the existing 
EU institutional structure.  Thus, we prefer to follow the same structure we used when 
analyzing domestic NPLs schemes and adjust the choices for an EU scenario, when 
necessary. 

First, the governance of the scheme would need to be decided.  This requires a 
decision about public versus private ownership, as well as how such ownership could 
be distributed across the different jurisdictions.  In terms of public versus private 
ownership, there seems to be agreement that the best approach should be a hybrid one: 
there should be private capital in whatever form of AMC is chosen and that private 
capital should be enough to prevent the consolidation of the vehicle with the public 
sector.  As for ownership distribution, Enria and Fell offer “coordination 
mechanisms,”118 whereas Avgouleas and Goodhart offer an integrated structure 
composed of a pan-European holding company with an equity share in national 
AMCs.119 In our view, these proposals mix the governance side with the funding side.  
In other words, the decision over the ownership and governance of the scheme is 
subordinated to the issue of loss mutualization, which is a funding issue. 

Our preference for a securitization scheme is useful because it permits a 
separation of funding and governance.  We agree with Enria that the scheme(s) should 
be subject to common rules and this would also be compatible with the level of rules-
based coordination suggested by Fell, or the corporate-based integration suggested by 
Avgouleas and Goodhart.  However, these choices will be predominantly political and 
 

112 EUR. ECON.: BANKS, REG. & REAL SECTOR, no. 1, 2017. 
113 Enria, supra note 14; and Andrea Enria, Chairperson of the European Banking Authority, Speech 

at the CIRSF International Conference 2017, Where There Is a Will, There Is a Way: Completing the Repair 
of the Banking Sector (June 1, 2017). 

114 Fell et al., supra note 27. 
115 Klaus Regling, ESM Managing Director, Speech at the EMU Forum Oesterreichische 

Nationalbank, The Next Steps to Make Monetary Union More Robust (Nov. 24, 2016). 
116 Emilios Avgouleas & Charles Goodhart, An Anatomy of Bank Bail-ins: Why the Eurozone Needs 

a Fiscal Backstop for the Banking Sector, EUROPEAN ECON: BANKS, REG. & REAL SECTOR, no. 2, 2016; 
Avgouleas & Goodhart, supra note 27. 

117 Bruno, Luisgnani & Onado, supra note 11. 
118 Enria et al, supra note 27, at 59–70; Fell et al., supra note 27, at 71–85.  
119 Avgouleas & Goodhart, supra note 27. 
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thus their respective advantages are hard to measure.  Once the structure is set up, 
however, the priority should be to integrate the structure’s funding throughout a 
securitization, or series of securitization transactions, that would combine assets 
originated in different jurisdictions.  Securitization provides the necessary flexibility 
to use between different structuring possibilities, different combinations of assets, and 
different classes of assets.  The limits would be the rules that central banks impose on 
the assets acceptable for central bank operations, as well as State aid rules.  Also, there 
should be maximum transparency over, and independent valuation of, the NPLs being 
securitized, as well as heavy private sector involvement in the structuring and 
placement of the transactions.  This private sector involvement would help change the 
subject from loss mutualization to risk diversification, would help complete the 
Banking Union, and would give a boost to the Capital Markets Union.  A securitization 
scheme would also partly sidestep the debate of centralization versus decentralization.  
The governance would be centralized and the rules for securitization would be 
common, but different securitization transactions and issuances should still be possible 
to allow for the best combination of risk diversification and homogeneity of assets. 

With that in mind, the issue of determining which institutions should participate 
would be thorny.  Because of this, there should be some flexibility for a case-by-case 
assessment.  Stress tests and standardized information would greatly help determine 
the criteria for institutions that should participate in addressing the problem at a 
systemic level.  Furthermore, competences on macro-prudential supervision and early 
intervention should be used to avoid a first-mover disadvantage.  The process of asset 
valuation and due diligence by independent entities would be paramount for the 
success of the scheme.  Still, the characteristics of the securitization should dictate the 
terms of the transfer price (i.e., recovery rate, tranching, etc.), not the opposite.  The 
difference between the net book value and transfer price (which should be the bid 
price) would account for the burden-sharing. 

This all requires a careful process of tranching and different strategies to foster 
participation in each of the tranches, which may vary by jurisdiction.  We discuss some 
of these issues in more depth in the next section. 

II. NON-CHOICES: ITALY’S HAMLET MOMENT AND ITS RISKS 

Italy was a latecomer in addressing the NPLs challenge.  Part of this occurred 
because, even though the slowdown of its economy began in fall 2011, the full scope 
of the slowdown did not become apparent in the overall quality of its banks’ assets 
until the beginning of 2013.120 The following paragraphs focus on the NPLs leg of the 
problem and its evolution ever since.  The hesitant attitude of Italian authorities has 
created significant systemic risks which we illustrate by discussing its counterfactual, 
or what a best alternative to a NPLs arrangement  could have looked like, if only bolder 
action could be taken instead.  Finally, we draw some lessons from the Italian case 
that may apply to a European scheme. 

 
120 The economic recession was then, in Italy, of an unprecedented magnitude: from 2008 to 2013, the 

Italian GDP lost about 10% (the GDP of the euro zone about 2%); industrial production almost 25% (in the 
euro zone, about 10%); capital investments dropped about 30% (in the euro zone as a whole, 16%). Panetta, 
statement supra note 13, at 2. 
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A. Italy’s Hamlet Moment and Its Risks: Looking Back to the Beginning 

In November 2015, Bank of Italy resolved four mid-size banks under temporary 
administration: Banca delle Marche, Banca dell’Etruria, Cassa di Risparmio di Chieti, 
and Cassa di Risparmio di Ferrara.  These four banks totaled around 30 billion euro in 
assets and 1% of Italian deposits.121 Under the resolution scheme, NPLs for 8.5 billion 
euro (Gross Book Value) of the four failing banks were transferred to one single bad 
company, REV-Gestione Crediti S.p.A, with no banking license and 136 million euro 
in capital wholly subscribed by the national resolution fund, for a consideration of 1.5 
billion euro.122 

This was a baptism by fire.  The moves to address the specific problem stirred a 
loud system-wide fall of investor and depositor confidence, which threatened to ignite 
contagion and bank runs.  It also invited sophisticated investors to stress test Italian 
banks’ balance sheets against this benchmark of NPLs’ market value determined in 
the resolution.  This rapidly put the ability of most Italian banks to face a devaluation 
of the imposing figure of 200 billion euro in stock of NPLs (83 billion euro in net 
terms) into question.  Investors were betting that, beneath the specific features of 
individual banks, there was a deeper, system-wide malaise, which combined the 
inefficiencies of the judicial system in responding to recovery procedures with the 
purported unreliability of historical data on recovery ratios, especially in light of more 
pessimistic macroeconomic conditions. 

In an effort to support Italian banks, the government’s next move with NPLs was 
the creation of individually-based securitized transactions aimed at segregating 
impaired assets from the rest of their activity.  The Treasury was authorized to grant a 
state guarantee over senior securities issued by SPVs established to finance the 
acquisition of NPLs, in a way that drew from previous Irish and Spanish 
experiences.123 The state guarantee could be extended only once the Commission had 
approved the scheme and under the ongoing supervision of a monitoring trustee.  
Furthermore, it could only be approved over senior bonds in a transaction that had to 
issue at least two tranches, one senior, one junior, or more.124 Collections of NPLs had 
 

121 The Italian government supported the initiative with Decreto Legge 22 novembre 2015, n.183, G.U. 
Nov. 23, 2015, n.273 (It.). 

122 This was 17.65% of their gross value, the median value for all four banks being between the 25% 
of their gross value for secured NPLs and 8.4% for unsecured NPLs. It is reported that such a REV was 
indicated by DG COMP. Ignazio Visco, Governor, Banca d’Italia, Statement to the Indagine conoscitiva 
sulle condizioni del sistema bancario e finanziario italiano e la tutela del risparmio, anche con riferimento 
alla vigilanza, la risoluzione delle crisi e la garanzia dei depositi: Hearing on Senato della Repubblica, IV 
Commissione Permaente (Finanze e Tesoro) (Apr. 19, 2016), 
https://www.bancaditalia.it/pubblicazioni/interventi-governatore/integov2016/audizione-governatore-
19042016.pdf. This was subsequently adjusted, in the wake of the final independent expert valuation with 
a slight increase in price up to 1.8 Billion (thus at the final median value of 22.3% of their gross value, 31% 
for secured NPLs and 7.3% for unsecured). See BANCA D’ITALIA, RENDICONTO DEL FONDO NAZIONALE DI 
RISOLUZIONE: ANNO 2015, at 7 (2016). 

123 Decreto Legge 14 febbraio 2016, n.18, G.U. Feb. 15, 2016, n.37 (It.), converted into Legge 8 aprile 
2016, n.49, G.U. Apr. 14, 2016, n.87 (It.). 

124 Articles 3–13 L. n. 49/2016 (It.). The guarantee could be granted once the overall scheme was 
approved by the Commission (and under the on-going supervision of a monitoring trustee) and required 
that: (i) NPLs were transferred to a SPV for a price not exceeding their net book value; (ii) the SPV, to 
finance the deal, had to issue at least two different tranches of securities, one senior and one junior, unless 
one or more mezzanine classes are also issued with an intermediate level of subordination; (iii) only senior 
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to be outsourced to a service provider other than the transferor and companies 
belonging to its group, and subsequent changes in the services could not result in a 
downgrading of the senior tranche.125 

It soon became evident that the transaction was designed with an Achilles heel.  
The state guarantee could only be extended over senior bonds, and only once the 
transferor bank had sold the majority of the junior securities, and only once there was 
a sufficient overall amount of junior and mezzanine securities to obtain the full de-
recognition of the NPLs from its consolidated account according to the applicable 
accounting principles.126 The problems that arose were two-fold: first, how to write 
substantial losses in the transferor’s books at the time of the transaction, and second, 
how to find potential purchasers for such risky securities.127  

In order to comply with State aid rules, the state and certain public administrations 
and state-owned companies were expressly prohibited from investing in such 
securities.128 This led to the late April 2016 creation of a government sponsored 
“hybrid” Alternative Investment Fund (AIF) established by Quaestio SGR called 
Fondo Atlante (or Atlas fund).  The Atlas fund’s resources were meant to be invested 
in two types of assets: shares of banks that must make capital increases at the request 
of the supervisory authority and tranches of NPLs securitizations.  While the fund’s 
name was a great pick, conjuring up the image of carrying the earth’s weight over its 
shoulders, the name was quite misleading if one looks at the fund’s relatively modest 
firepower.129  

Atlante 1 

 
securities are eligible to the state guarantee, provided they receive an investment grade rating by a credit 
rating agency accepted by the ECB. The state guarantee was at the time issued by CONSAP S.p.A., a state-
owned company. 

125 Article 5(4) L. n. 49/2016 (It.). 
126 Article 8 L. n. 49/2016 (It.). 
127 Needless to say, forced sales are not desirable deals for the seller and a dramatic gap between bid 

and ask prices is its inescapable rule. As for the pricing of the State guarantee on senior notes, the European 
Commission confirmed that its being completed on market terms ensured that the proposed scheme is indeed 
aid-free, as it also includes remuneration in line with market conditions for the risks taken by the State that 
also depends on the maturity of the notes: all in all, this should not confer any undue advantage to the 
participating banks and SPVs. Commission Decision in Case SA.43390 (2016/N) – Italy – Italian 
Securitisation Scheme, C (2016) 873 final (Feb. 10, 2016). 

128 Article 8(3) L. n. 49/2016 (It.) 
129 This fund had a 4.3 Billion endowment, a duration of five years (extendable to eight), was 

participated in by 67 financial institutions and other qualified investors, including Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, 
and was authorized to invest up to 70% of its assets in ailing banks and at least 30% in distressed debt. 
QUAESTIO CAPITAL MANAGEMENT SGR S.P.A., ATLANTE FUND PRESENTATION 4, 5 (Apr. 29, 2016) 
http://www.quaestiocapital.com/sites/default/files/Quaestio_Atlante_Presentation_29_4_2016EN_0.pdf. 
Article 17 of the same L. n. 49/2016 (It.) expressly authorized Italian AIF to invest in loans, detailing the 
applicable rules. 
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In May 2016, a new Law Decree was adopted,130 which addressed the problem of 

mis-selling the subordinated debt of four banks resolved in 2015 to retail investors,131 
as well as the arguably more important problem of the overall inefficiency of the 
judicial system’s recovery processes, one of the structural determinants of the 
astounding amount of Italian NPLs.132 The figure below from the 2016 World Bank 
Report, while over-simplified, shows the measured strength of legal rights in all 
OECD countries: Italy (and Portugal) scored the worst.133 

Strength of Legal Rights Index (OECD countries) 

 
130 Decreto Legge 3 maggio 2016, n.59, G.U. May 3, 2016, n.102 (It.) then converted into Legge 30 

giugno 2016, n.119, G.U. Jul. 2, 2016, n.153 (It.). See Elisa Brodi, Il sistema delle garanzie in Italia: una 
lettura economica delle disposizioni in materia di privilegio, pegno e ipoteca, 356 BANCA D’ITALIA – 
QUESTIONI DI ECONOMIA E FINANZA, OCCASIONAL PAPERS 1 (2016); Elisa Brodi, Brevi note 
sull’utilizzabilità dell’art. 48–bis TUB per la gestione delle sofferenze bancarie’, RIVISTA TRIMESTRALE DI 
DIRITTO DELLE PROCEDURE DI RISANAMENTO DELL'IMPRESA E DEL FALLIMENTO 1–17 (2017). 

131 Article 1, ¶ 855, of Legge 28 dicembre 2015, n.208, G.U. Dec. 30, 2015, n.302 (70/L) (It.) had 
already established a scheme for their reimbursement, but the new Law improved and streamlined it under 
several respects. See Articles 8–10 L. n. 119/2016 (It.). 

132 As already noted, as of December 2016, NPEs totaled 173 Billion in net value, 9.4% of the banks’ 
assets; NPLs equaled 81 Billion, 4.4% of the banks’ assets. Panetta, statement supra note 13, at 2–3. 

133 In reality this index does not exactly measure the efficiency of the judicial recovery, but rather the 
degree of protection afforded to secured creditors inside and outside of insolvency proceedings. 
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Source: Elisa Brodi, Banca d’Italia, Il sistema delle garanzie: la ratio economica 

della nuova regolamentazione 8 (Mar.  14, 2017). 

The problem was both the duration of the proceedings, as well as the weakness of 
credit security in a macroeconomic scenario where all had rapidly changed from 
booming real estate markets to a long and deep recession.134 Suffice it to note that, in 
the face of 81 billion euro in net value of NPLs on December 31, 2016, Italian banks 
could claim guarantees on real estate of about 92 billion euro and personal guarantees 
of about 36 billion euro.135  

The new law was based on previous expropriation proceedings reform and on two 
major pillars.136 First, the new measures modernized Italian secured transactions law 
by authorizing a pledge without dispossession (Article 1).  It also authorized the 
issuance of mortgages to corporate borrowers that permitted the direct transfer to the 
bank of the mortgaged real estate (“patto Marciano”) after a nine-months delinquency, 
with a priority equivalent to a mortgage.137 In all these cases, enforcement could take 

 
134 A median of 4.2 years to enforce a guarantee on a real estate in an execution proceeding, with very 

uneven territorial distribution: from a median of 2.8 years in Bologna to a median of almost 8 years in many 
southern courts. Bankruptcy proceedings showed, in turn, an even longer median duration: 7.6 years. 
MINISTERO DELLA GIUSTIZIA, DIPARTIMENTO DELL’ORGANIZZAZIONE GIUDIZIARIA DEL PERSONALE DEI 
SERVIZI, DIREZIONE GENERALE DI STATISTICA E ANALISI OPERATIVA, DURATA MEDIA EFFETTIVA DEI 
PROCEDIMENTI DEFINITI IN MATERIA DI ESECUZIONI IMMOBILIARI PER DISTRETTO E CIRCONDARIO 1 (2015); 
Panetta, statement supra note 13, at 2.  

135 Panetta, statement supra note 13, at 3.  
136 Decreto Legge 27 giugno 2015, n.83, G.U. Jun. 27, 2015, n.147 (It.) (converted into Legge 6 agosto 

2015, n.132, G.U. Aug. 20, 2015, n.192 (50) (It.)). The legal measures focused on speeding up of procedural 
terms setting up a digital single marketplace for assets sold in insolvency and expropriation proceedings. 

137 Article 2(13–bis) L. n. 119/2016 (It.). Perpetual liability is, thus, now derogated in Italy in several 
cases: see Articles 120–quinquiesdecies Decreto Legislativo 1 settembre 1993, n.385, G.U. Sep. 30, 1993, 
n.230 (It.); Article 142 Regio Decreto 16 marzo 1942, n.247, G.U. Apr. 6, 1942, n.81 (It.); Article 14–
terdecies Legge 27 gennaio 2012, n.3, G.U. Jan. 30, 2012, n.24 (It.); Article 11–quaaterdecies Decreto 
Legge 30 settembre 2005, n.203, G.U. Oct. 3, 2005, n. 203 (It.). Article 2 extended the measure, in this case 
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place out of court.  The second pillar was a public register featuring all relevant judicial 
data concerning recovery proceedings, to improve the level of transparency of the 
NPLs market and to allow better monitoring of the recovery process.138  

Despite some weaknesses in the details, the measures were rightly conceived to 
provide a long overdue response to the problems.  The measures were also an attempt 
by the government to send a strong signal that it was ready to adopt all possible 
measures to avert the total collapse of the system.  While the reform of creditor 
protection will yield fruits in the future, for the time being, it was insufficient to stop 
the increasing signs of financial meltdown.  Indeed, the decree was adopted one day 
after Banca Popolare di Vicenza went unsubscribed.  This made it necessary for Fondo 
Atlante to step in and subscribe the entire capital increase, opening the door to an 
unprecedented private sector temporary administration of the bank.  The same 
occurred a few weeks later with Veneto Banca.139 

Among the ancillary provisions of the Law reforming secured transactions, one 
provision stands out and provides cause for reflection.  Article 7 transferred the entire 
share capital to the Ministry of Economy, previously held by Intesa San Paolo, but 
pledged in favor of Bank of Italy of SGA-Società per la Gestione di Attività S.p.A.  
This was the NPLs’ AMC established in 1996 to give effect to the Banco di Napoli 
bail-out, the greatest Italian bank rescue before the present crisis.140 First, one has to 
wonder why this move was not anticipated in 2015 at the time of the four banks’ 
resolution, so as to avoid the necessity of creating a new AMC from scratch, in the 
manner that REV was created.  There was already an AMC in place with 20 years of 
operation, an honorable track record, and an experienced staff.  Not surprisingly, when 
Banca Popolare di Vicenza and Veneto Banca began winding up in late June 2017, 
and Intesa San Paolo acquired the going concern under the favorable terms set out in 
the special Decree No.  99/2017, SGA was used as the bad bank of the transaction and 
their NPLs were transferred precisely to it. 

Furthermore, in 1996, the NPLs of Banco di Napoli and its subsidiary Isveimer 
NPLs (about 37,000 loans) were transferred to SGA at their net book value for about 
6.7 billion euro (a 30% median provisioning over their nominal value) with a later 
downward adjustment of 1.5 billion euro.  Recent reports show that after 20 years of 
operation, SGA recovered 90.1% of its NPLs’ net value as shown in its books (i.e., 
original gross value less the initial sale discount, after further provisioning 
adjustments).141 This means that, if the average net value of NPLs had been determined 
 
on a non-recourse basis and after 18 months of delinquency, also to new mortgages to retail borrowers by 
Decreto Legislativo 21 aprile 2016, n.72, G.U. Jun. 20, 2016, n.117 (It.). 

138 Article 3 of L. n. 119/2016 (It.). 
139 To prevent public institutions from calling on additional private moneys to support a resolution via 

the resolution fund, banks and other market players anticipated a bail-in, footing the bill of the attempted 
rescue and retaining the governance of the ailing bank in an attempt to prevent contagion and additional 
reputational damage. 

140 Decreto Legge 24 settembre 1996, n.497, G.U. Sep. 1996, 25, n.225 (It.) converted into Legge 19 
novembre 1996, n.588, G.U. Nov. 21, 1996, n.273 (It.). At the time of the transfer SGA had become a 
liquidity chest. Currently more than 500 Million, expected to become at run off of all recovery activities 
almost 700 million. 

141 MARIAROSARIA MARCHESANO, MIRACOLO BAD BANK (2d ed. 2016); the data reported by this 
book are also discussed by Luigi Zingales, Quel “tesoretto” della bad bank el Banko di Napoli, IL SOLE 24 
ORE,  (Aug. 20, 2016). 
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in 1996 at around 50% of their gross value, this value would have been entirely 
recovered.  This sits in contrast with the real economic value (REV) of NPLs applied 
to the resolution of the four banks in December 2015, which was 22% of their gross 
value.  Even if one takes into account recovery costs (0.5 billion euro), the payment 
of interest on the Bank of Italy liquidity facility (1.7 billion euro), and the two decades 
spent to fully accomplish the process,142 the difference is a relevant one and should 
not be overlooked.143 

The further Italian batch of measures designed to address the problem was the 
December 2016 Law Decree adopted to lessen the capital needs of Monte dei Paschi 
Sienna (MPS).144 One cannot underestimate the symbolic effect of MPS’s travails.  In 
the wake of the fateful referendum defeat of the Renzi government and the ensuing 
political turmoil, a market solution was beyond reach for one of the most venerable 
European banks.145 

The new law provided a framework for liquidity support for solvent banks 
through a state guarantee by the Treasury on newly issued senior bonds under a 
scheme approved by the Commission under State aid rules (Articles 1–12).  It also laid 
down the conditions for the injection of new “precautionary” capital through public 
funds into banks that, despite being still solvent and with capital ratios above the 
regulatory minimum, showed a capital shortfall in a hypothetical worst-case adverse 
scenario (Article 14) stress test conducted at either the European or national level.  The 
law then tried to accomplish an acrobatic exercise to balance the demands of State aid 
rules on burden-sharing, with the aim of limiting bondholders’ losses (especially retail 
ones) by also regulating the conversion of subordinated debt into shares at a given 
exchange ratio.146 The implementing decrees for MPS precautionary recapitalization 
were finally adopted on July 27, 2017. 

Recent commentaries on the MPS case highlight some of the deficiencies and 
inconsistencies of action by European and national authorities.  For example, it was 
alleged that European authorities let the talks drag on for months, allowing MPS’s 
financial position to deteriorate, while taking advantage of the state’s liquidity 

 
142 This is a feature common with other Italian experiences of bank distresses, like Sicilcassa, whose 

liquidation is still ongoing after almost two decades. The two decades also permitted SGA to reach higher 
recovery ratios by accomplishing realization of real estate guarantees mostly during periods of booming 
real estate markets (at least until 2008). 

143 See Zingales, supra note 141. On top of this, a recent study of Bank of Italy found that in the period 
2006–2015, recovery ratios on NPLs were overall in line with their net book value (41% at December 2015) 
since the median recovery ratio has remained around 43% in the last decade. This was 35% in the years 
2014–2015 due to massive sales of NPLs portfolios at a median price of 23%. Secured NPLs outperform 
unsecured by 55% against 36% and retail borrowers outperform corporate borrowers in their repayment 
capacity of NPLs (53% against 40%). See Federica Ciocchetta et al., I tassi di recupero delle sofferenze, 7 
BANCA D’ITALIA – NOTE DI STABILITÀ FINANZIARIA E VIGILANZA 1 (2017). A more limited sample was 
considered by Luisa Carpinelli et al., La gestione dei crediti deteriorati: un’indagine presso le maggiori 
banche italiane, 311 BANCA D’ITALIA – QUESTIONI DI ECONOMIA E FINANZA, OCCASIONAL PAPERS 1 
(2016). 

144 Decreto Legge 23 dicembre 2016, n.237, G.U. Dec. 23, 2016, n.299 (It.) then converted into Legge 
17 febbraio 2017, n.15, G.U. Feb. 21, 2017, n.43 (It.). 

145 The same happened to Banca Popolare di Vicenza and Veneto Banca, again in need of further new 
capital after the first injections by Fondo Atlante. 

146 Articles 22 (burden-sharing) and 23, paragraph 3 and the relevant Annex to L. n. 15/2017 (It.) (as 
it amends D.L. 237/2016 (It.)). 
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provision, in spite of a formally tough stance on bail-outs.  Italian authorities have 
tried to apply burden-sharing measures, while avoiding the legal (and political) 
challenges of large-scale lawsuits based on the alleged fraudulent sale of financial 
instruments and the illegality of a retroactive application of bail-in provisions.  Both 
Italian and European authorities are conscious that a tough stance on recapitalization 
and burden-sharing may help the market differentiate between healthy and ailing 
banks, but may also dissuade potential investors from participating in the capital-
raising plan of solvent banks and lead them to reappraise their exposures to the Italian 
banking sector, thus spreading contagion.147  

The last batch of measures do not expressly address the NPLs headache but signal 
the MPS case as an important test.  In essence, the MPS case demonstrates that a 
precondition for a capital injection with public support is the clean-up of the MPS 
balance sheet from its 27.7 billion euro NPLs (gross-terms at March 30, 2016) through 
a division (demerger) to securitize these assets through an SPV.  First, the assets would 
be transferred to the SPV in the original structure of the transaction in March 2017 at 
a sale price equal to 33% of their gross book value, but eventually at a much lower 
price.  The SPV would then issue three tranches of securities.  First, a senior tranche 
(65% of the total), covered by flows from secured assets of higher quality, with 
investment grade ratings and a state guarantee under Law No 49/2016.  Next, a 
mezzanine tranche, backed by flows from unsecured assets (18% of the total), to be 
underwritten by Fondo Atlante 2.148 Finally, a junior tranche, backed by flows from 
lower-quality unsecured assets (17% of the total), to be allocated free of charge to 
existing MPS shareholders, with the dual purpose of ensuring full de-recognition of 
NPLs from MPS’s balance sheet and of leaving to the shareholders, already affected 
by capital losses, the hope of a possible mid- to long-term upside if the NPLs’ recovery 
activity proves effective.149   

 
147 This raised the possibility of a precautionary recapitalization by the State, which, according to 

Parliament and Council Directive 2014/59/EU, Establishing a Framework for the Recovery and Resolution 
of Credit Institutions and Investment Firms, 2014 O.J. (L. 190) 173, is only possible when the bank meets 
its basic capital requirements, and as long as the state’s capital injection is not used to offset past losses, but 
only to cover a capital shortfall identified through a national or pan-European stress test. Although it was 
accepted that MPS qualified for precautionary recapitalization, the Commission insisted that it should not 
be exempted from burden-sharing. This led to haggling over the capital shortfall, and the extent to which it 
could be attributed to past, or, more accurately, future-yet-unrealized losses, especially on NPLs, which 
depends on assumptions about macroeconomic variables. One can see that the Commission’s insistence on 
bail-in was not so much a matter of “fundamentals,” as a matter of credibility, under the (reasonable) 
assumption that the market would not easily accept a state recapitalization when the system is supposed to 
promote bail-in. Still, an unyielding insistence on bail-in could create legal problems in a pre-insolvency 
stage. In a context where there is a systemic problem of medium-sized weak banks, NPLs, and a weak 
economy, management of impaired assets through bad banks, and recapitalization of weak ones, albeit 
difficult to achieve under the existing state-aid framework, could yield the best results in terms of stability 
and taxpayer protection. Christos Hadjiemmanuil, Monte dei Paschi: a Test for the European Policy Against 
Bank Bailouts, OXFORD BUS. L. BLOG (May 2, 2017), https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/business-law-
blog/blog/2017/05/monte-dei-paschi-test-european-policy-against-bank-bailouts; see also Christos 
Hadjiemmanuil, Limits on State-funded Bailouts in the EU Bank Resolution Regime, EUR. ECON.: BANKS, 
REG. & REAL SECTOR no. 2, 2016, at 91. 

148 This was a second AIF specialized in NPLs established by Quaestio in July 2016. 
149 See Bruno Inzitari, Crediti deteriorati (NPL), aiuti di stato nella BRRD e nella Comunicazione sul 

settore bancario del 30.7.2013 della Commissione europea, LXIX BANCA, BORSA E TITOLI DI CREDITO, 
641, 650 n.10 (2016). 
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A similar scheme was developed in shadow resolutions of a handful of mid-sized 
local banks by the voluntary arm of the Italian Deposit Guarantee Scheme (DGS) in 
2016.150 The voluntary scheme was adopted by the DGS as a complement to the 
mandatory scheme with the idea of supporting crisis-management strategies that were 
less onerous than deposit repayments by the DGS.  An example of this was the 2014 
scheme adopted by Banca Tercas, which was originally implemented through the 
mandatory arm of the DGS and was challenged by the Commission on ground of State 
aid rules.151 As a result of the December 2015 challenge, the scheme was rearranged 
and financial support by the mandatory arm of the DGS was replaced with money 
from the voluntary one.  The case on the validity of the original Tercas decision 
adopted by the European Commission is still pending before the General Court.152 

The last government scheme of action was the June 25, 2017 Law Decree No.  99 
on the winding up of Banca Popolare di Vicenza and Veneto Banca.  This was adopted 
a few days after the momentous Spanish resolution of Banco Popular with the 
intervention of Banco Santander.  Despite some apparent similarities, the two 
transactions were designed quite differently, as the latter was adopted within the frame 
of the first EU resolution, while the former was adopted within the frame of a national 
winding up, once the SRB had found that the public interest test was not met and 
resolution could not be granted to the two failing Italian banks.  Thus, the Decree was 
essentially aimed at providing sufficient public support to the acquisition of the two 
banks, as well as the related retail deposits and senior debts (issued with a public 
guarantee under the December 2016 Decree).  Furthermore, even though such 
endowment was quite certainly necessary to secure Intesa San Paolo’s intervention 
and thus to prevent a systemic crisis at the national level, it also proved quite 
questionable in several ways.  For our current purposes, however, we will only focus 
on the measures adopted with respect to the bad loans of the two failed banks.  All 
NPLs and other assets not transferred to Intesa San Paolo under the scheme were 
transferred by the Treasury to SGA under a provision providing that all proceeds 
from recovery shall be paid back in due course to the receivers of the two failed 
banks and shall then be distributed to their creditors. 

B. Italy’s Best Alternative to a NPLs Arrangement 

One may posit that, once MPS had been recapitalized, MPS and Unicredit had 
disposed of an astounding amount of NPLs, and Banca Popolare di Vicenza, Veneto 
Banca, and their NPLs were out of the picture, the Italian NPLs problem was 
somewhat normalized.  In this situation, one might assume that there would be no need 
to engage in any further exercise of institutional design to tame a beast no longer a 

 
150 The first case was that of Cassa di Risparmio di Cesena and, at the time of writing, was in the 

process of being taken a step forward with Cassa di Risparmio di Rimini e Cassa di Risparmio di San 
Miniato. 

151 Commission Decision on State Aid Granted by Italy to the Bank Tercas, Case SA.39451 (2015/C), 
C (2015) 9526 final (Dec. 23, 2015). Banca Tercas was acquired by Banca Popolare di Bari with a 300 
Million Euro contribution by the DGS - The Italian Fondo Interbancario di Tutela dei Depositi (FITD). For 
a very insightful discussion, see Alessandra de Aldisio, Le nuove regole europee sulla risoluzione. 
L’intervento pubblico tra Scilla e Cariddi, 2 ANALISI GIURIDICA DELL’ECONOMIA 333 (2016). 

152 The decision was challenged by the FITD and the case is currently pending before the General 
Court. Fondo Interbancario di Tutela dei Depositi v. Comm’n, Case T-198/16. 
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threat.  One might also be tempted to conclude that, at the end of the day, a single-
entity, idiosyncratic approach was enough to address the problem, without any need 
for a comprehensive, system-wide solution. 

 Whilst it is fair to acknowledge that, despite the systemic risks generated by this 
hesitant approach to the problem, entity-specific interventions of unprecedented  
magnitude acted like a strong antipyretic in mitigating the most dangerous peaks of 
the fever, we are not convinced that this was the best remedy for the situation at the 
time and also looking into the future .  Although Italian NPLs have been significantly 
reduced in size and almost halved in recent times through intensive balance sheet 
cleansing by major Italian banks, they remain quite substantial, and still a concern, 
especially if one considers the  weak macroeconomic conditions in which Italian 
commercial banks operate.  These conditions include an outdated business model 
largely challenged by technological advances and a parochial, almost absolute, 
concentration of assets in a national market that (to use the best of understatements) 
appears to be far from promising in the years to come. 

This leads us to believe that the NPLs leg of the problem of the entire Italian 
banking industry should have been addressed in a different way from the very outset 
and that an alternative path could have  offered a more orderly and more desirable 
solution An alternative approach would have also delivered equal treatment, an 
outcome of particular social value, if only one considers how much (when freed from 
the political narrative wrapped around them) the several  schemes adopted so far for 
the different banks in a matter of few months were fraught by discrimination. 

For these reasons, we think that there is merit in discussing a possible 
counterfactual with respect to the schemes adopted by the Italian Treasury.  It is an 
articulate proposal which, like any proposal to deal with the matter, involves some 
hard choices.  To understand the full context of what choices need to be made, we 
consider another hypothetical counterfactual: what if the NPLs problem is not properly 
addressed?  There would be a significant risk of banks’ failures and thus great pressure 
on Deposit Guarantee Schemes.  This is especially true if banks, as it is often the case 
in Europe, are mostly deposit-funded.  

Against this backdrop, our “what if?” scenario can be developed quickly.  Imagine 
that one or more commercial banks (of any significant size) were left to fail.  Unless 
the transfer of the going concern, with all related covered  deposits and other critical 
functions, is successfully arranged over a weekend or so for each of these failing banks 
with the cooperation of a sounder and bigger bank, this would trigger repayments from 
the Deposit Guarantee Scheme on covered deposits within the deadline of twenty days 
(seven days at the end of the current transitory period) 153.  This scenario already 
proved, in Italy but also in Spain, challenging and costly  in 2017  

This scenario would be well beyond the liquid assets of most, if not all DGSs.  
The current target level of ex ante contributions, set at 0.8% of the amount of the 
covered deposits of its members by Article 10(2) of Directive 2014/49/EU, will be 
achieved only in 2024 and the assets currently ready for disposal would be rapidly 

 
153 Parliament and Council Directive 2014/49/EU, On Deposit Guarantee Schemes, art. 8(1), 2014 

O.J. (L 173) 149; Article 96–bis(2) of D.L. n. 385/1993 (It.). 
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exhausted.154 History would be of limited use here since the scale of DGS 
interventions so far is in no way comparable to an intervention of the kind described 
here. 

Naturally, if called to pay out covered depositors, the DGS could (and would) 
trigger additional ex post payment commitments for all member credit institutions to 
the maximum extent permitted and could also invoke the “extraordinary situation” 
clause that permits emergency calls beyond the ordinary cap to banks’ contributions.  
Nonetheless, this clause has its limits because banks already teetering on the brink of 
their minimum capital requirements are exempted from exceptional contributions to 
the DGS that may impair their soundness and in no event ex post exceptional 
contributions should convert into an instrument to disseminate contagion.  But if the 
insufficiency (and thus illusory nature) of deposit coverage would be exposed to the 
public in one bank failure, then this would likely be followed by widespread runs 
which, in an adverse scenario, could even take to  the melting down of the national 
system This holds true even assuming that the government could step in under Article 
10(9) of Directive 2014/49/EU (something which would depend on the current state 
of its public finances and on compliance with European undertakings) to extend the 
necessary financing to DGS to meet its obligations.  Also, in this more favorable 
scenario, financing would come in the form of a loan (not a capital contribution) and 
should therefore be repaid by the DGS and its member  banks. 

This is a sobering prospect.  First, it clearly shows that even in a time of systemic 
crisis it is hard to rely on a state or European fiscal backstop.  Second, it shows that 
since DGSs’ mutual co-insurance is belated155 national DGSs are plainly insufficient.  
Finally, and most importantly, it shows that, once DGS’s resources are exhausted, 
there is already in place, albeit undisclosed, an implied cross-guarantee among its 
members, and thus national credit institutions, as if all credit institutions had ex post 
payment commitments of unspecified amounts in relation to the amount necessary to 
avert a run on covered deposits.  We submit that the hardest part of an alternative 
scheme for NPL disposal could be grounded on this element of mutual payment 
commitment, which quickly emerges as we consider our counterfactual. 

C. Is the Choice Really That Hard?  “What if” a Securitization of all Italian 
NPLs could be arranged?   

Bruno, Lusignani, and Onado  developed in 2017 a theoretical structure for a 
hypothetical securitization of the whole bad debts (NPEs) owned by the Italian 

 
154 The Italian DGS has currently 193 member banks, guarantees EUR 551.8 Billion covered deposits 

and has overall assets (comprising ex post payment commitments) of almost 2.5 Billion (with liquid assets 
of around 880 Million). FONDO INTERBANCARIO DI TUTELA DEI DEPOSITI, RELAZIONE E BILANCIO – 
ANNUAL REPORT 90 (2016).  

155 Commission Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council amending 
Regulation (EU) 806/2014 in Order to Establish a European Deposit Insurance Scheme, COM (2015) 586 
final (Nov. 24, 2015). Consider that the compromise proposal put forward by the European Commission on 
October 11, 2017 to revamp this initiative is quite disappointing, because it would bring about a long re-
insurance phase revolving around only liquidity coverage (something currently already provided for by 
emergency liquidity assistance from the ECB) and would postpone the co-insurance phase at a much later 
stage, and only for bank admitted to it through a new asset quality review. Cf. Commission Communication 
on Completing the Banking Union, at 10–11, COM (2017) 592 final (Oct. 11, 2017).  
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banking sector.156 This would consist of establishing a nationwide securitization SPV 
with an average portfolio recovery rate of 51.4%, a 15% volatility of overall gross 
exposure on the asset side, and three tranches of securities on the liability side (67% 
for the senior notes, 18% for mezzanine, and 15% for junior notes).  A state guarantee 
would be activated (at market costs, in compliance with State aid rules) to cover the 
senior tranche that would receive an investment grade rating by independent credit 
rating agencies.157 The exercise estimates the par-yield returns for each tranche via 
Monte Carlo simulations using a risk-adjusted probability loss distribution of the 
securitized loans pool.158 The estimate led to the following results: 

The Italian case: SPV liabilities 

 
Source: Brunella Bruno, Giuseppe Lusignani & Marco Onado, Why We Need to 

Breach the Taboos on Europe’s Non-performing Loans, 2017 EUR.  ECON.: BANKS, 
REG.  & REAL SECTOR, no.  1, 2017. 

Based on this data, the estimated bid price for the NPEs was 28.1% of their gross 
book value and there would be a fair prospect for investors in the mezzanine tranche 
to get their principal back at maturity in an estimated 8-year horizon, unless recovery 
rate drops under 23.9% of gross book value.159 Under these assumptions, since the net 
book value of bad debts was at about 42.3% of gross exposure, their sale at 28.1% 
would have meant a transfer price of 55.6 billion euro, with a gross disposal loss of 
28.1 billion euro for the originating banks.  After taxes, the net disposal value would 
be reduced to 20.5 billion euro for the overall Italian banking system.  This would be 
the impact on Common Equity Tier 1 capital.  If the transfer price were raised to 33% 
(the REV originally designed in March 2017 for the MPS securitization), the 
immediate loss would have been 13.3 billion euro instead of 20.5 billion euro.  
However, since the higher the selling price, the higher the risk for investors, the junior 
tranche should also  be increased to 18 billion euro, with mezzanine and senior 
tranches maintaining the same size.  This exercise means that the problem of the 

 
156 Bruno, Luisgnani & Onado, supra note 11. 
157 The state guarantee is already contemplated under L. n. 49/2016 (It.). 
158 Bruno, Luisgnani & Onado, supra note 11. 
159 Id. 
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country with the highest NPLs values at its peak could be reduced to a loss for the 
banks of 13-20 billion euro and a junior tranche of 8-18 billion euro.160 

The obvious question is identifying who would buy junior and mezzanine notes 
and who would invest in the capital increases that banks would need after the clean-
up of their balance sheets.  Regarding the first question, it would be useful if the 
answer did not involve public support.  In developing our counterfactual for the 
purpose of the present discussion, we submit that the solution would consist of calling 
Italian banks as a group to act as a final backstop for the underwriting of mezzanine 
and junior tranches, to the extent that market conditions would not be conducive to the 
full underwriting of such tranches by specialized funds or other institutional investors.  
This situation, in principle, appears to be compatible with the recognition of 
significant risk transfer under Article 243 of Regulation 575/2013 (the CRR), 
assuming that no originator institution would hold mezzanine or junior positions 
exceeding the threshold set by the CRR..  If NPLs are transferred to the SPV at their 
effective REV, this would have the desired de-risking effect for the banks as a whole.  
At the same time, the remaining risk (quite low, if REV is a credible proxy of the 
expected recovery) would be reshuffled among the whole sector, making it much more 
dispersed. 

This could be done on a purely voluntary basis, if one believes that a voluntary 
scheme would provide the right incentives to invite a sufficient number of affiliations 
to meet all SPV funding needs with an adequate level of risk dispersion within the 
system.161 A voluntary scheme would be clearly unproblematic from a State aid rules 
perspective.  It would mirror, on a large-scale basis and with a different structure, 
initiatives like Fondo Atlante and the voluntary leg of the DGS, which were not subject 
to the objections of the European Commission.  But, if strictly necessary, we also 
believe that, for financial stability reasons, all member banks affiliated to the DGS 
could be called to participate mandatorily in the SPV junior and mezzanine securities 
in proportion to their participation in the funding of the DGS An exchange of such 
securities for sovereign bonds held by each bank could also be envisaged.162  

Looking at the potential objections, we need to discuss how the measure would 
fit within the overall scheme of deposit guarantees, how it would address the problem 
of moral hazard, and how it would respond to the challenges under State aid rules.  
The requirement to participate in the scheme would amount to a preventative measure 
to “address the issue of uncertainty regarding the quality of bank balance sheets and 
therefore help to revive confidence in the sector, [also helping in] avoiding the risk of 
repeated rounds of recapitalization of banks as the extent of asset impairment increases 
amid a deteriorating situation in the real economy” and would thus be in-line with the 
philosophy of the DGS Directive, which requires that the costs borne by the banks do 
not exceed their payment commitment if they were to fund the DGS to provide the 
resources necessary for compensating covered depositors.163  

 
160 Id. 
161 This seems to be the Bank of Italy view. Panetta, statement supra note 13, at 8.  
162 Such sovereign bonds could then be used by the SPV to pay the NPLs and by the transferor banks 

in central bank refinancing. 
163 Parliament and Council Directive 2014/49/EU, supra note 128, arts. 11(3), 11(5). 
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To tackle the moral hazard problem banks’ general involvement in the 
securitization scheme should be supplemented by at least two requirements: first, that 
institutional investors holding subordinated bonds in each bank joining the scheme 
(and transferring its NPLs to the SPV)should also called to subscribe a proportion of 
the junior tranche, and, second, that the bank transferring its NPLs to the SPV retain 
a fraction of the junior tranche (5-10%), possibly designed as a super-junior, as 
residual loss sharing to ensure that the banks that originated the bad loans have skin-
in-the-game.  This second requirement would be fully in-line with the so-called 
retention rule set out in Article 405 CRR.164 

Finally, the scheme would raise additional thorny questions on the mandatory 
nature of State aid.  However, none of these objections seem to be intractable.  First, 
this would be still a scheme participated in only by private entities.  According to 
CJEU case law, the fact that a measure is mandated by law is not, as such, a sufficient 
reason to consider it State aid.165 For the purpose of State aid, the relevant point is the 
extent to which public authorities impose a privately funded scheme to attain a public 
interest.166 This may be the case in a scheme like the one discussed herein, which is 
meant to preserve financial stability within one Member State.  However, the scheme 
would not be selective in nature, as it would be open to all member banks of the 
relevant DGS, and it would not distort competition in the relevant geographic and 
product markets.  Rather, it would preserve a competitive market from the actual risk 
of system meltdown and enhance competition between “cleaned-up” banks, which in 
turn would become suitable targets in the European market for corporate control.  
Moreover, all participating banks would join under economic terms that, as shown 
above, would imply a REV in full compliance with State aid rules and would therefore 
be fully aligned with investment choices of a private investor in a market economy. 

This would make this case very different from the GCEU pending Tercas case, 
where the DGS support was granted in exchange for no commissions, interest rates, 
or other financial returns for the DGS, other than the avoidance of a bigger 
disbursement in case of payment of covered deposits.167 The scheme would also 
comply with the 2009 Commission Communication on Impaired Assets, to the extent 
that (1) burden-sharing would be ensured via the overall allocation of junior and 
mezzanine securities among banks and institutional investors; (2) the eligibility, 
valuation, and pricing of assets would be fairly warranted; (3) the long term 
management of the impaired assets by the SPV would be efficiently ensured; and (4) 
the removal of risks from the beneficiary banks would be solid ground for a return to 
long-term viability. 

 
164 Commission Communication on the Treatment of Impaired Assets in the Community Banking 

Sector, ¶ 24, 2009 O.J. (C 72) 1. 
165 See PreussenElektra AG v. Schleswag AG, Case C-379/98, EU:C:2001:160, ¶ 61; Doux Élevage 

SNC v. Ministère de l’Agriculture, de l’Alimentation, de la Pêche, de la Ruralité et de l’Aménagement du 
territoire, Case C-677/11, EU:C:2013:348, ¶ 41; Austria v. Comm’n, Case T-251, EU:T:2014:1060, ¶ 42. 

166 See Commission Decision in Case SA.3945, supra note 151, ¶ 115. See also Italy v. Comm’n, Case 
C-173/73, EU:C:1974:71, ¶ 16; Essent Netwerk Noord & Others v. Aluminium Delfzijl, Case C-206/06, 
EU:C:2008:413, ¶¶ 58–74. 

167 See Commission Decision in Case SA.39451, supra note 151, ¶ 149. 
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Finally, the need to raise around 13-20 billion euro of new capital for the market 
would be something that could  nicely activate a European market for corporate 
control of cleaned-up banks, fostering intra-EU competition. 

D. Italy’s Lessons for an EU-Wide NPLs Strategy 

From the viewpoint of our counterfactual, Italy could therefore offer interesting 
lessons for Europe..  Bruno, Lusignani, and Onado estimated that an EU-level AMC 
inspired by the same philosophy would need to acquire bad loans at a disposal value 
of around 173 billion euro, with a gross disposal loss for the transferor banks of about 
70 billion euro (51 billion euro net of tax).  168 This would make the proposal viable 
also at the EU-level and would need to allocate (all else being equal to the Italian 
exercise) a senior note of 116 billion euro, a mezzanine note of 31 billion euro, and 
junior notes of 26 billion euro. 

Considering the still largely insufficient state of common measures to complete 
the Banking Union and the difficulty of achieving any solution that requires spending 
political capital absent the threat of financial Armageddon, any suggestion as to 
institutional structure is a matter of mere speculation.  Yet, we have shown that the 
largest, most complex, and arguably most intractable of jurisdictions could sort out 
the problem on its own, for the time being. 

Still, leaving the NPLs problem to be addressed at a national level is myopic for 
several reasons.  First, it ignores the increasingly strong interactions at the interbank 
market level, which can easily transfer a crisis from one country to another.  Second, 
it fails to see that the NPLs problem is European in both nature and size, and not only 
represents a threat to Eurozone financial stability but also an opportunity: the 
Eurowide securitization of NPLs would provide lessons to foster a Eurowide 
securitization market, which still constitutes one of the priorities for the Capital 
Markets Union.169 Third, securitization’s flexibility would permit different levels of 
involvement by different financial players, but the greater depth would create more 
opportunities for price discovery.  Fourth, it does not consider that, rather than loss 
mutualization, the Eurowide securitization scheme would permit risk 
diversification.170  

Unlike a Eurowide DGS, the securitization of NPLs would provide the opening 
line for a structure, or series of structures, which could be flexible enough to adjust to 

 
168 Bruno, Luisgnani & Onado, supra note 11. 
169 The CMU securitization initiative, worthy as it is, is based on providing common criteria on 

simplicity and transparency, in exchange for more benign capital requirements, and other regulatory 
benefits. The incentives that this provides for the development of a EU-wide securitization market cannot 
be compared with the incentives that would result from a series of such securitizations on a massive scale 
over NPLs, which would constitute a precedent for future deals, and the transactional and market experience 
that they would foster. Not surprisingly the ECB called for a European public policy response to the NPL 
“market for lemons.” See Vitor Constâncio, We Need a Coordinated European NPL Strategy. How to Deal 
with Europe’s Market for Memons, EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK (July 5, 2017), 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/inter/date/2017/html/ecb.in170705.en.html, and the European 
Commission announced a comprehensive and coordinated strategy to deal with NPLs, including a blueprint 
for national AMCs on October 11, 2017. 

170 A EU-wide response would also allow for adjustments and calibration in the implementation of 
Article 243 of the Parliament and Council Regulation 575/2013/EU, supra note 10, if any. 
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market needs and could allow for varying degrees of centralization.  These structures 
would most likely also provide for heavier involvement of the domestic players in 
each jurisdiction.  At the same time, carrying forward the project under common rules 
could ease the reluctance that some financial players may have to invest in the NPLs 
of other states and sow the seeds of an incipient Eurowide securitization (or secondary 
loan) market, which has been moribund for years. 

III. IMPOSSIBLE CHOICES?: SPAIN’S CHANGING DECISION-TREE, AND 
THE NEED TO INCORPORATE CONSUMER PROTECTION AND SOCIAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Before coming to our conclusion, we should not lose track of the way some NPLs 
arise, and why retail private market solutions for banks’ capital shortfalls are of limited 
help.  This point is particularly relevant here because it shows that it is the legal system 
itself that may originate part of the problem due to the travails that result from the 
impact of micro issues on a macro level.  While Spain addressed its problem of non-
performing loans, it now has a problem of performing loans threatening to become 
non-performing due to unintended changes in the micro legal structure which were not 
duly weighed against their macro effects.  To some extent, Italy already offers a sober 
glimpse into what is currently going on in Spain.  The contribution to the astounding 
amount of Italian NPLs was driven by a string of past judgements on compound and 
usurious interests that opened the floodgates of massive scale litigation, mostly by 
non-performing borrowers, significantly delaying the collection of the relevant credit.  
First, we analyze these aspects as they are developing in Spain.  Then, we discuss the 
possible lessons to be drawn for a European strategy. 

A. Developments in the Legal System: Post-NPLs Measures, Micro Origins, 
and Macro Implications 

The Spanish legal system had traditionally been very protective towards creditors.  
Spanish rules on the enforcement of mortgages (and other credit arrangements subject 
to specific documentation) were known for their strictness, and the limited exceptions 
that could be granted to the debtor.171 The courts’ views with respect to the mis-selling 
of financial products were relatively formalistic.172 The question now is what changed 
and why is this important? 

Several things combined in the crisis years to result in important changes.  These 
changes are important to assess the banks’ ability to both deal with NPLs and to place 
capital and debt products among their clients.  First, the Spanish courts were 
confronted, for the first time, with cases of mis-selling of financial products on a 
massive scale.  There were primarily two kinds of cases.  One concerned the marketing 
of hybrid capital instruments similar to preferred shares.173 The other concerned the 

 
171 See Aiyar et al., supra note 27. 
172 Up until 2012, the Supreme Court rejected that the breach of conduct rules related to the 

transparency in the marketing of financial products, could constitute the basis for a claim of annulment, and 
thus restitution. See S.T.S., November 21, 2012 (R.J., No. 11052) (Spain). 

173 They were called “preferred participations” (participaciones preferentes) because they were 
conceived not only for banks, but also for savings banks, which had a structure similar to foundations, and 
thus no ownership stakes. These were regulated by the Third Additional Provision of Law 19/2003 (B.O.E. 
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marketing of swap instruments, which should have operated in a way similar to an 
insurance for clients against a rise in interest rates, but in practice gave the banks a 
stable interest rate.174 The trickle of cases making their way up the court system (which 
soon turned into a tide) suggested that something could be structurally wrong with the 
way banks marketed financial products, a discovery that is similar to the Italian 
experience.175 

A second aspect that contributed to this was the tardy response by supervisory 
authorities, despite clear evidence that, at least in some cases, financial products had 
been sold to the wrong people for the wrong reasons.  The Spanish Securities 
Authority (CNMV) and Banco de España had the tools to open proceedings, which 
could have resulted in large-scale solutions, like restitution of part of the investment 
to clients.  Yet for a long time, no such proceedings were opened.  Perhaps supervisory 
authorities saw no evidence of mis-selling.  Perhaps they had more urgent matters to 
attend to, such as the precarious state of the banking system.  Perhaps, for this reason, 
they did not want to stir trouble in a sector that was already wobbly. 

Instead, as evidenced below, the government reacted later, trying to solve the 
problem of mis-selling through an arbitration mechanism, but by then enough 
preferentes cases were in the courts to generate some preliminary, but weighty 
evidence, that at least some investors had been misled.  When a massive process of 
securities marketing is addressed on a case-by-case basis in civil lawsuits seeking the 
annulment of the individual contracts and/or damages, there are obvious limitations.  
Civil courts were limited by the facts of the specific case and the evidence given to 
them by the parties.  Cases often turned into a burden of proof issue, which often 
depends on whether the client had to prove misconduct, or the bank had to prove 
compliance.  Thus, the public bodies deciding the first cases lacked the means to 
investigate the context of each sale, let alone the higher-level marketing protocols and 
procedures. 

The third piece of this “perfect storm” puzzle was the CJEU’s scolding of Spanish 
courts for being “too pro-bank.”176 While the decision in the Aziz case was, of course, 
more complex than that,  the CJEU held that Spanish courts had to make room for the 
debtor to allege the nullity of contract clauses under the 93/13 Unfair Contract Terms 
Directive, despite already having very efficient, expedient executory proceedings.  
The implication was that Spanish courts were leaving consumers at the mercy of banks 
in eviction actions. 

These circumstances combined (or conspired) to result in a drastic change in 
Spanish courts’ attitude towards the bank-client relationship.  First, the Supreme Court 
 
2003, 160) (Spain). See generally David Ramos Muñoz, Las participaciones preferentes y su contexto: 
resolviendo el sudoku, 7970 DIARIO LA LEY Tribuna (2012). 

174 Again, the clients alleged that they were not duly informed of the risks, which included the risk of 
cancellation paying the price of the swap at that moment. 

175 Italy experienced the same with cases on alleged and mis-selling of banks’ shares and bonds on a 
massive scale. It even went through the first (successful) experiment of a public offer of settlement in 2017 
to prevent thousands of claims by retail investors of Banca Popolare di Vicenza and Veneto Banca from 
becoming a fatal impediment to restructuring (the settlement was finally targeted by a vast majority of 
holders of these securities). 

176 See Aziz v. Caixa d’Estalvis de Catalunya, Tarragona i Manresa (Catalunyacaixa), Case C-415/11, 
EU:C:2013:164. 
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decided that “floor clauses” (cláusulas suelo) were unfair, pursuant to Directive 
93/13/CEE.177 Even if some contrition was expected after Aziz, the decision was strong 
and controversial.  Traditionally, clauses that set the price cannot generally be 
considered unfair,178 but the Spanish Supreme Court made a creative interpretation of 
the meaning of the Directive’s provisions to conclude that the clauses were invalid.179 
Still, the Supreme Court showed that it was not ready to fall on the clients’ side without 
regard to the consequences.  In its finding, the Supreme Court chose to limit the effects 
of its nullity decision to the payments to be perceived going forward.  In other words, 
Spanish banks should not charge the interest rate agreed as a “floor,” nor did they need 
to reimburse the interest payments resulting from the floor since the time the contract 
was concluded. 

As a next step, the Supreme Court began to decisively side with the clients in mis-
selling cases, even leading to a new doctrine on swap cases in early 2014.  This 
doctrine held that the breach of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 
(MiFID) marketing rules would justify (prima facie) a claim of “mistake,” thereby 
leading, absent other considerations, to the annulment of the contract.180 This time, the 
cause-and-effect between European and Spanish decisions is less easy to establish, but 
the Spanish courts found support for their change of approach in a 2013 CJEU 
decision.181 The holding was not controversial like Aziz, but the CJEU confirmed that 
MiFID applied to products marketed by banks,182 and that the existence of a 
relationship of advice, with its enhanced transparency duties, depended on the 
substance of the relationship, not the type of contract concluded by the parties.183 
However, this decision cannot explain the tidal wave of pro-client decisions that 
followed, which reflected a genuine change of heart by the Spanish Supreme Court.184 
As happens with tidal waves, this one was indiscriminate, and together with the swap 
contracts, it also swept away the sales of hybrid capital instruments, which were 
arguably not in an equivalent position (the products were less complex, the risks easier 

 
177 S.T.S. May 9, 2013 (R.O.J., No. 1916). We believe it is not random that the decision was issued 

with two months difference with the case by the European Court. 
178 Council Directive 1993/13/EC, On Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts, art. 4(2), 1993 O.J. (L 

95) 29. 
179 See S.T.S. May 9, 2013 (R.O.J., No. 1916) (Spain). 
180 S.T.S. January 20, 2014 (R.O.J., No. 354) (Spain). 
181 Genil 48 SL v. Bankinter SA, Case C-604/11, EU:C:2013:344. 
182 Id., ¶¶ 36–48. The Banco de España and the CNMV had issued a joint note, whereby they held that 

swap contracts that were bound to a lending agreement would be covered by (less exacting) bank 
transparency rules, and only independent “investment” swaps would be covered by MiFID. BANCO DE 
ESPAÑA – CNMV, DELIMITACIÓN DE COMPETENCIAS EN RELACIÓN CON LA SUPERVISIÓN Y RESOLUCIÓN 
DE RECLAMACIONES QUE AFECTAN A INSTRUMENTOS O PRODUCTOS FINANCIEROS DERIVADOS DE 
COBERTURA (2010). This division of competences was not in line with the findings of the Court. 

183 Genil 48, EU:C:2013:344, ¶¶ 49–55. 
184 The decisions by the Spanish Supreme Court on the issue are countless. See S.T.S. December 15, 

2014 (R.J., No. 56, 2015) (Spain); S.T.S September 15, 2015 (R.J., No. 3993) (Spain); S.T.S. October 15, 
2015 (R.J., No. 5030) (Spain); S.T.S. November 13, 2015 (R.J., No. 5066) (Spain); S.T.S. December 4, 
2015 (R.J., No. 5461) (Spain);  S.T.S. December 9, 2015 (R.J., No. 6000) (Spain); S.T.S. December 10, 
2015 (R.J., No. 5777) (Spain); S.T.S. April 8, 2016 (R.J., No. 1496) (Spain); S.T.S. May 19, 2016 (R.J., 
No. 3674) (Spain); S.T.S. June 3, 2016 (R.J., No. 3863) (Spain); S.T.S. July 13, 2016 (R.O.J., No. 3461) 
(Spain); S.T.S. July 15, 2016 (R.J., No. 3201) (Spain); S.T.S. September 30, 2016 (R.J., No. 4581) (Spain); 
S.T.S. October 5, 2016 (R.J., No. 4913) (Spain); S.T.S. November 23, 2016 (R.J., No. 5658) (Spain). 
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to understand), which were less significant, as the entities faced one annulment 
decision after another.185 

Despite supervisory authorities lacking the expediency to prevent large-scale mis-
selling, the dripping of cases at a micro level in civil courts soon became both a 
problem and a political headache at a macro level.186 To address the problem, Spain 
passed a royal decree with two measures: first, it created a high-level commission to 
study and monitor the problem; second, it established a system for a collective 
arbitration of sorts which would allow some clients to recover part of their 
investment,187 both measures being accompanied by the enhancement of the role of 
the Spanish DGS.188 This system was later used by the Italian government as a 
blueprint in 2016 measures meant to immunize retail investors from losses deriving 
from the mis-selling of shares or hybrid securities issued by the four resolved banks 
in 2015, (MPS, Banca Popolare di Vicenza, and Veneto Banca. 

Yet, we say arbitration “of sorts” because the Spanish norm was skimpy about the 
details of the arbitration, which were left to the Commission.  The Commission 
defined these details in its April 17, 2013 Resolution, where it set the criteria to 
determine which clients should be offered arbitration.189 There are two notable points 
about the Resolution.  First, it mixed criteria associated with the marketing of the 
product (i.e., legal criteria) with criteria associated with the product itself (i.e., the loss 
suffered by the investor as a percentage of her/his patrimony), as well as with social 
criteria such as the fact that the investment was lower than 10,000 euro.  This shows 
that, rather than trying to ascertain the facts, the procedure was attempting to 
compensate those citizens who had suffered the most or, to be cynical, those citizens 
with political leverage who could make for a more damning front page in the papers.  
Second, many of the legal criteria that defined the conditions under which the 
securities ought to have been marketed to clients, to give access to the specific 
procedure, should have automatically given clients a favorable court ruling for the 
annulment of the sales contract, as they included a total absence of information on 
risks, a lack of classification of risk profile, and an absence of a contract document, 
and they omitted the fact that the investor was a minor or incapacitated. 

 
185 See, e.g., S.T.S. January 12, 2015 (R.J., No. 608) (Spain); S.T.S. September 16, 2015 (R.O.J., No. 

4004) (Spain); S.T.S. February 25, 2016 (R.O.J., No. 610) (Spain); S.T.S. June 29, 2016 (R.O.J., No. 3138) 
(Spain). 

186 This resembles very closely what happened in Italy with the mis-selling claims related first to the 
securities issued by the four banks resolved in 2015 and then those issued by MPS, Veneto Banca and Banca 
di Vicenza. 

187 Royal Decree-Law 6/2013 (B.O.E. 2013, 71). Similar schemes were crafted in Italy in 2016, first 
for the holders of subordinated debt issued by the four banks resolved in 2015 and then for MPS 
subordinated debt mis-sold to retail investors. 

188 The DGS (Fondo de Garantía de Depósitos de Entidades de Crédito) would be allowed to both 
acquire shares and debt from SAREB, and to acquire shares from entities that transferred NPLs to SAREB, 
in order to lessen the impact of the conversion mandated by the resolution authority (FROB), which shows 
how much the problem of NPLs was linked to the problem of hybrid capital instruments, from both, a 
solvency, and investor protection perspectives. 

189 FONDO DE REESTRUCTURACIÓN ORDENADA BANCARIA, PUBLICIDAD DE LOS CRITERIOS BÁSICOS 
DETERMINADOS POR LA COMISIÓN DE SEGUIMIENTO DE INSTRUMENTOS HÍBIDOS DE CAPITAL Y DEUDA 
SUBORDINADA (2013), 
http://www.frob.es/es/Lists/Contenidos/Attachments/319/20130417_PREFERENTES.pdf.  
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In these circumstances, it is not surprising that many investors continued to go to 
the courts, which led to the rise of the quite unusual (in Spain) phenomenon of trial 
lawyers who advertised themselves in billboards and TV.190 The process has been a 
long, winding road, where banks have lost, and lost, and lost again, so much so that, 
in light of existing precedents, it is difficult to identify a sure way in which a bank 
may market a financial instrument to its clients without also being exposed to an 
annulment action, and without fully denaturalizing the marketing process by turning 
it into a series of ominous warnings.  The Banco Popular, resolved in June 2017, was 
an example of how performing loans, where the bank needs to reimburse amounts 
received from the floor clause annulled in court, together with the difficulty of 
distributing new hybrid securities or bail-in-able debt among the public, can 
relentlessly push the bank to the brink of non-viability,191 making resolution and bail-
in necessary.192 The distribution of securities counting as the minimum requirement 
for eligible liabilities (MREL) has the traits of a self-fulling prophecy, which works 
both ways: if more securities are distributed, it is less likely that a bail-in will be 
exercised, but if less of them are distributed, bail-in will be more likely.  Yet the 
current approach by courts in Spain and Italy make it difficult to imagine a massive 
distribution of MREL securities. 

In this already complicated context, the (almost) final blow came in the form of a 
CJEU decision in the case Gutierrez Naranjo.193 There are four reasons why the 
Court’s decision is controversial.  First, the CJEU rejected the Spanish Court’s power 
to set temporary limitations on the application of a specific finding regarding an 
interpretation of a clause as unfair.  Second, in its holding, the Court ruled against the 
Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi.  The Advocate General had supported 
granting national courts some degree of discretion because the Directive on Unfair 
Terms does not establish an automatic connection between the unfairness and the 

 
190 In its seventh report at the beginning of 2015 the commission indicated that a total of 328,059 

holders of hybrid instruments resorted to arbitration, for an amount of 5,188 million euro. This is 79% of 
all holders, and 65% of the amounts held. Of these, 245,072, or 75% of the requests received, and 53% of 
the amount, were admitted. That left 28% of the requests presented, and 47% of the total, being rejected. 
This left 27,232 claims before the courts, which looks like a low number compared with requests for 
arbitration, but is still impressive in terms of the number of judicial proceedings. The figure is more 
important if one considers that the amount of the claims was 1,724 million euro, or 25% of the amounts in 
both arbitration and litigation. In other words, holders of small amounts of claims went to arbitration, and 
succeeded, holders of large amounts went to court, often succeeding, or went to arbitration, and generally 
failed. See COMISIÓN DE SEGUIMIENTO DE INSTRUMENTOS HÍBRIDOS DE CAPITAL Y DEUDA SUBORDINADA, 
SÉPTIMO INFORME TRIMESTRAL SOBRE LA COMERCIALIZACIÓN DE INSTRUMENTOS HÍBRIDOS DE CAPITAL Y 
DEUDA SUBORDINADA (REAL DECRETO-LEY 6/2013, DE 22 DE MARZO) 2–3 (2015), http://www.rdmf.es/wp-
content/uploads/2015/04/informe.pdf. 

191 See, e.g., Yong Kit Siong, Banco Popular Weighed down by Non-performing Assets, CREDIT 
RESEARCH INITIWATIVE: WKLY. CREDIT BRIEF (NUS Risk Management Institute – Credit Research 
Initiative), Feb. 7–13, 2017, 

 https://rmicri.org/media/static/images/thumbnail-pdf/WCBFEB07FEB132017_baunJ5b.pdf. The 
risk assessment makes a general reference to “non-performing assets” (NPAs) but clarifies that the latest 
blow was due to the need to reimburse the amounts for “unfair” floor clauses. 

192 See SINGLE RESOLUTION BOARD, DECISION CONCERNING THE ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION 
SCHEME IN RESPECT OF BANCO POPULAR ESPAÑOL, S.A. (SRB/EES/2017/08) (2017). 

193 Francisco Gutiérrez Naranjo v. Cajasur Banco SAU, Joined Cases C-154/15, C-307/15 & C-
308/15, EU:C:2016:980. 
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nullity of a clause (which is a drastic remedy).194 Third, the Spanish Court’s decision 
was justified by weighty reasons: absent a limitation of effects, the annulment of floor 
clauses could have thrown the markets spiraling down.  Finally, instead of choosing a 
more deferential way to articulate the ruling, for example by saying that the rules of 
the Unfair Terms Directive leave little margin of interpretation or discretion, thereby 
making the type of calibration intended by the Spanish Court impossible, the Court 
chose to bluntly assert its exclusive competence in matters regarding the effects of an 
interpretation of EU provisions, and their temporal limitation.195 

This is not the place to consider whether the substance of the decision itself was 
correct.  However, it is clear that it transformed Spain’s problem of non-performing 
loans, which had been duly tackled, into a problem of performing loans, as loans that 
had been profitable suddenly became unprofitable, with unforeseeable 
consequences.196  

Although the pre-crisis legal context was decidedly pro-bank, it is hard to say that 
the context is better now, at least in execution proceedings.  Other clauses are being 
challenged before the courts, often with a European “leg” in the procedure, which can 
be used opportunistically by parties seeking a settlement with the bank in a way that 
increases uncertainty over both performing and non-performing loans.197 The result is 
a drastic change in the expedited execution process which characterized mortgage 
enforcement, a process that now has to make room for a de facto “unfair terms 
analysis” stage.  While it is too soon to tell whether this may be all for the good, it 
clearly signals a pendulum swing with unforeseeable consequences.  Because the 

 
194 Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi, Francisco Gutiérrez Naranjo v. Cajasur Banco SAU, 

Joined Cases C-154/15, C-307/15 & C-308/15, EU:C:2016:552, ¶¶ 63–76. 
195 “In that regard, it must be recalled that it is for the Court alone, in the light of the fundamental 

requirement of a general and uniform application of EU law, to decide upon the temporal limitations to be 
placed on the interpretation it lays down in respect of such a rule.” Gutiérrez Naranjo, EU:C:2016:980, ¶ 
70. 

196 The issue is important enough to deserve a specific mention in the 2–page press release after the 
7th post-programme surveillance visit by the European Commission and the ECB. Specifically, the press 
release states:  

The financial sector is benefiting from the economic recovery. Ample access of banks to 
liquidity and low funding costs facilitated new bank lending, in particular to households and 
SMEs. This in turn supported economic activity. At the aggregate level, the banking system 
comfortably meets the regulatory capital requirements and the quality of banks' assets has 
further strengthened, with the non - performing loan ratio continuing its downward trend. 
Nevertheless, NPLs are still high and some banks may need to reinforce their balance sheets 
in order to deal with their real estate legacy assets. Overall, the Spanish banks continued to 
be profitable in 2016, but, as for other European banks, their profitability was squeezed. 
This was due to subdued lending activity and ongoing provisioning efforts, also to cover for 
the European Court of Justice ruling from December 2016 on the Spanish mortgage floor 
clauses. 

Press Release, European Central Bank, Statement by the Staff of the European Commission and the 
European Central Bank Following the Seventh Post-program Surveillance Visit to Spain, (Apr. 28, 2017) 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2017/html/ecb.pr171023_1.en.html. 

197 An example of this increasingly litigious environment caused by the CJEU is the case Banco Primus 
SA v. Jesús Gutiérrez García, Case C-421/14, EU:C:2017:60. There the Court of Justice held that the 
unfairness of a clause could only be considered res judicata, and thus precluded as an objection by the 
hearing court, if the issue had been considered, raised by the parties, or by the court of its own motion, in 
the decision that was taken as the basis for res judicata. The clauses involved were acceleration clauses, 
which have been the instrument used by banks to enforce their rights and cut their losses in case of NPLs. 
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enforcement procedure is a key aspect for dealing with NPLs on a micro basis, the 
CJEU’s intervention in the Spanish enforcement procedure may have a macro impact 
that we cannot yet fathom.  While EU Law has imposed important constraints in the 
way NPLs must be dealt with on a micro stage, the EU “macro” setting (if there really 
is such thing) has clearly ignored these considerations. 

B. Spain’s Lessons for an EU-Wide Strategy 

The Spanish case offers interesting lessons for a Eurowide scheme.  This Article 
has primarily focused on the strategy for dealing with NPLs through their 
identification, valuation, and transfer, as well as the governance of the vehicle that 
acquires the NPLs.  Yet the Spanish example shows the intimate relationship between 
the choices for dealing with NPLs, and the underlying assumptions about the legal 
system that is supposed to give structure to the bank-client relationship that 
encompasses NPLs.  Some recent studies also highlight that NPLs strategies have deep 
roots in other parts of the legal system.198  

Italy and its reforms are also a good example of this.  The long-term success of 
the system lies in deeper reforms, such as those intended to improve the efficiency of 
the credit enforcement process and the recovery rate.199 Indeed, although we propose 
a securitization scheme for more flexible and efficient means to ensure risk 
diversification and facilitate private investment with limited state support, the 
efficiency of the mechanism may be hindered by the disparities in enforcement 
processes.  Thus, it is more difficult to pool together assets originating in different 
jurisdictions if the uncertainty of the recovery process makes the comparison more 
difficult. 

It is easy to look at the data on the length of judicial procedures and conclude that 
recovery mechanisms and insolvency laws need to be “more efficient”.  It is much 
more difficult to tackle the specific obstacles that may lie beneath delays or 
inefficiencies, when these are grounded on fundamental principles of the legal order.  
This is clearly exemplified in the case of Spain.  Despite the emphasis by policy papers 
on the need to reform insolvency proceedings,200 in reality most debt enforcement in 
Spain takes place through the summary proceedings for the enforcement of mortgage 
loans, or loans subject to a specific documentation.201 The law’s “efficiency” has been 
compromised by the recent judicial developments by the CJEU and Spanish courts, 
but it is unclear whether these developments can be reversed, considering that they are 
grounded on consumer protection considerations.  Any EU-wide strategy that tries to 
develop a more efficient framework for debt restructuring in a proto-insolvency 
regime needs to consider the relationship this will have with loan/mortgage 
enforcement proceedings and the impact on consumer protection measures.202 By the 
 

198 See, e.g., José Manuel Mansilla Fernández, Numbers, EUR. ECON.: BANKS, REG. & REAL SECTOR, 
no. 1, 2017, at 31. 

199 Supra § 3.1. 
200 See Aiyar et al., supra note 27, at 18, 28. 
201 Article 517 Spanish Act 1/2000 of Civil Procedure (Enjuiciamiento Civil) and article 129 of the 

Spanish Mortgage Act. 
202 See Commission Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on 

Preventive Restructuring Frameworks, Second Chance and Measures to Increase the Efficiency of 
Restructuring, Insolvency and Discharge, COM (2016) 723 final (Nov. 22, 2016). 
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same token, if the aim is to enhance the efficiency of credit markets, for example by 
fostering access to the credit information of potential borrowers (both corporate and 
individual), any strategy will have to carefully consider privacy matters.203 

Thus, it is important to understand that a successful strategy does not consist 
solely in setting up an architecture that deals efficiently with the NPLs pool currently 
present in the system, but instead a successful strategy depends on creating a 
mechanism that helps deal with such loans in the future and also improves the quality 
of credit markets.  This is not only a matter of explicit rules but also of the logic of the 
principles underpinning them.  Experience shows that courts have short memories for 
policy priorities, if any memory at all.  While they may interpret the rules in a way 
that is conducive to expediency in scenarios on the brink of disaster, they will be more 
sympathetic to arguments that appeal to the system’s basic notions of fairness as soon 
as the immediate threat passes.  None of the decisions by the Spanish Courts or the 
CJEU on the mis–selling of hybrid financial instruments or mortgage loans were 
predetermined by the rules.  Instead, they were grounded on the principles (and values) 
that the courts saw as part of the system’s core. 

This raises a final issue, one where the Commission proposals, and most policy 
analysis surprisingly (or, perhaps, not so surprisingly) tiptoe over, such as the 
relevance of fundamental rights in balancing the efficient enforcement of creditors’ 
rights over NPLs.  The consumer cases should be a reminder that, in a major part of 
cases, behind each NPL there is a consumer, with consumer rights, but that consumer 
is a person first, who also has fundamental rights.  The right to housing, to name the 
one more closely related to enforcement proceedings, is included in the EU Charter,204 
the European Social Charter,205 or the European Pillar of Social Rights,206 and in some 
national constitutions, including those of Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, or 

 
203 See Commission Communication on an Action Plan on Building a Capital Markets Union, at 9–

11, COM (2015) 468 final (Sept. 30, 2015); Commission Staff Working Document Addressing Information 
Barriers in the SME Funding Market in the Context of the Capital Markets Union, SWD (2017) 229 final 
(June 23, 2017). So far the efforts are focused on SMEs, but it is only a matter of time before these are 
expanded to access to finance by private individuals. 

204 Article 34(3) of the EU Charter states that, “[i]n order to combat social exclusion and poverty, the 
Union recognises and respects the right to social and housing assistance so as to ensure a decent existence 
for all those who lack sufficient resources, in accordance with the rules laid down by Community law and 
national laws and practices.” 

205 Article 31 of the European Social Charter states:  
With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of the right to housing, the Parties 
undertake to take measures designed: (1) to promote access to housing of an adequate 
standard; (2) to prevent and reduce homelessness with a view to its gradual 
elimination; (3) to make the price of housing accessible to those without adequate 
resources. 

The European Social Charter has been ratified by EU states such as Italy or France, but not by others such 
as Spain, Germany or the United Kingdom. 

206 Principle 19 of the European Pillar of Social Rights (Housing and assistance for the homeless) 
states that: 

a. Access to social housing or housing assistance of good quality shall be provided for those in 
need. b. Vulnerable people have the right to appropriate assistance and protection against forced 
eviction. c. Adequate shelter and services shall be provided to the homeless in order to promote 
their social inclusion. 
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Sweden, 207 to name some European sources, as well as on the UN-promoted 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.208  

Those understandably skeptical of the strength of loosely formulated 
commitments to promote decent housing may be persuaded by the increasing 
assertiveness by monitoring bodies, such as the recent condemnation of Spain in 
M.B.D.  v. Spain by the experts from the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, for the eviction from a rented flat of a family with young children who were 
not provided with alternative housing,209 a case that confirmed the previous view in 
I.D.G.  v. Spain,210 the first-ever case applying the Optional Protocol of the Covenant 
on Social Rights, which provides for the possibility to present complaints for 
violations of the Covenant.211 Within the EU, the European Social Rights Committee 
recently condemned France in European Federation of National Organisations 
working with the Homeless (FEANTSA) v. France, because, it held, the “the measures 
currently in place to reduce the number of homeless are insufficient, both in 
quantitative and qualitative terms”,212 and it issued a similar finding in FEANTSA v. 
Slovenia.213  

Actual courts have also taken note of the hardship and disenfranchisement 
resulting from home deprivation.  The European Court of Human Rights, have 
condemned States in cases of evictions combined with other, circumstances, for 
breach of the rights to private family life.214 Indeed, in the Aziz discussed above, 
although the CJEU limited itself to the relatively aseptic language of consumer rights, 
when it assessed the seriousness of the impairment of the protection sought by the 
Unfair Contract Terms Directive, the importance of the fact that it was the debtor’s 

 
207 See article 47 of the Spanish Constitution, article 47 of the Italian Constitution, article 22 § 2 of the 

Dutch Constitution, or article 65(1) of the Portuguese Constitution. Article 2 of Chapter 1 of the Swedish 
Instrument of Government (SFS nr: 1974: 152) ¶ 2, states that “[t]he personal, economic and cultural 
welfare of the private person shall be fundamental aims of public activity. In particular, it shall be incumbent 
upon the public institutions to secure the right to health, employment, housing and education, and to promote 
social care and social security,” thus, although there is no specific provision for the right to housing there 
is an express duty of the State, and an implied recognition that there is some of entitlement to housing. 

208 Article 11(1) of the ICESC states that: 
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an 
adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, 
clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions. The 
States Parties will take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of this right, 
recognizing to this effect the essential importance of international cooperation based 
on free consent. 

209 U.N., Econ. & Soc. Council, Comm. on Econ., Soc., & Cultural Rights, Views Adopted by the 
Committee Under the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights with Regard to communication No. 5/2015, U.N. Doc. E/C.12/61/D/5/2015 (July 21, 2017). 

210 U.N., Econ. & Soc. Council, Comm. on Econ., Soc., & Cultural Rights, Communication No. 
2/2014: Views Adopted by the Committee at its Fifty-Fifth Session (1–19 June 2015), U.N. Doc. 
E/C.12/55/D/2/2014 (Oct. 13, 2015). 

211 Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights art. 1, 
opened for signature Sept. 24, 2009, U.N. Doc. A/63/435 (Competence of the Committee to receive and 
consider communications). 

212 FEANTSA v. France, ECSR Complaint no. 39/2006, ¶ 108. 
213 FEANTSA v. Slovenia, ECSR Complaint no. 53/2008, ¶ 76. 
214 See, for instance, Winterstein & Others v. France, no. 27013/07, ECHR 2013, where France was 

condemned for the eviction of travelers (gens du voyage), or Yordanova v. Bulgaria, no. 25446/06, ECHR 
2012, where Bulgaria was condemned for the eviction of settlers of Roma origin. 
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family home that was involved, which rendered the damage resulting from the 
dispossession somewhat irreversible.215 This shows fundamental rights’ still 
unexploited potential as an interpretative principle that helps calibrate the intensity of 
protection of other statute-based rights. 

If fundamental rights, as well as consumer rights, can be involved in cases of 
enforcement of NPLs, one may question the implications that this could have for an 
EU-wide NPLs scheme.  The CJEU was clear in Ledra Advertising that EU institutions 
are subject to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights even when they participate in 
schemes falling outside the EU, as it happened with the involvement of the ECB and 
the European Commission in the European Stability Mechanism (ESM), and can 
constitute a source of liability.216 In that case, the conditions set forth in the 
Memorandum of Understanding signed with Cyprus did not result in a violation of the 
right to property,217 but such an appraisal must be done on a case-by-case basis. 

It is unlikely that, if an EU-wide scheme were to be developed, EU institutions 
would have a predominant and/or managerial role, or that, even if they did, this could 
result in a direct source of liability.  Even in Ledra, where the measures set forth in 
the MoU were quite specific about the intrusion with investors’ and deposit-holders’ 
property rights that was necessary to ensure burden-sharing, the measures were found 
to be proportionate.  In case of an EU-wide scheme to manage NPLs, the entity, body, 
or institution entrusted with that management would balk at the prospect of dictating 
the kind of enforcement measures that could get it into trouble.  The major part of the 
scrutiny would fall with the specific servicers, enforcement units, and domestic 
legislation providing the means for enforcement, leaving the EU-based macro-
management relatively unscathed (it could always argue that Member States and their 
specific agencies, units, or operators, had sufficient discretion to respect fundamental 
rights). 

Still, in our view, beyond the perspective of legality/liability outlined above, the 
“micro” dimension could have a second, more pervasive, implication, from the 
perspective of “legitimacy”, as a result of the dual dimension of property, privacy, and 
housing as both “rights”, but also of  “values” of the legal order.  A declaration that 
the Union “recognizes and respects” the right to social and housing assistance to 
“ensure a decent existence”,218 or a recognition that “Vulnerable people have the right 
to appropriate assistance and protection against forced eviction” may not seem like 
easily actionable rights,219 but should at least be enough to compel an explanation from 
the authorities running the NPL scheme about what are they doing to minimize the 

 
215 “[the reasoning that the protection dispensed by the law is insufficient when the enforcement takes 

place before a declaratory decision on the unfairness of the clause] applies all the more strongly where, as 
in the main proceedings, the mortgaged property is the family home of the consumer whose rights have 
been infringed, since that means of consumer protection is limited to payment of damages and interest and 
does not make it possible to prevent the definitive and irreversible loss of that dwelling.” See Aziz at ¶ 61. 

216 Ledra Advertising Ltd. v. Comm’n & European Central Bank, Joined Cases C-8/15 P to C-10/15 
P, EU:C:2016:701. 

217 Id. at ¶¶ 67–76. 
218 Art. 34(3), Charter of Fundamental Rights 
219 Art. 19(b), European Pillar on Social Rights. 
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social impact of enforcements and foreclosures and to what extent a homestead 
exemption from foreclosure  must be  granted. 

The Commission seems aware of these implications because, in its legislative 
proposal on credit servicers and purchasers, and enforcement procedures, it excludes 
from those enforcement procedures the loans with consumers, non-profit companies, 
or secured by first-residence residential property.220 In a similar vein, the AMC 
Blueprint considers that the asset perimeter of AMCs should be formed by loans 
secured by commercial real estate and other corporate loans, as well as other residual 
portfolios, with the possibility of considering exceptions in highly specific contexts.  
Such exceptions could include residential real estate mortgages and SME loans, which 
are otherwise considered unsuited.221 Yet it is still opportune to quote the express 
language by which the Commission justifies the unsuitability of residential mortgage 
loans: 

The work-out of residential mortgages through an AMC carries high 
risks of political interference, especially for primary residences 
(owner-occupied units).  In these cases foreclosure by a State-owned 
entity like an AMC might prove difficult.  In such circumstances, it 
cannot be excluded that the AMC would show leniency towards 
distressed homeowners to such extent that asset recovery is 
impeded, which would undo any benefits of an AMC.  Political 
independence of the AMC would be a key criterion for considering 
the possible inclusion of residential mortgages.222 

The problem is not that the Commission says something untrue: high social 
sensitivity certainly means greater risk of meddling.  The problem is its lack of nuance.  
Resistance to NPL workout or enforcement encompasses a broad spectrum of actions 
that range from the illegal resistance to authority for sheer political gain, which cannot 
be condoned, to the legitimate use of legal tools to ensure that something as basic as 
consumer rights or fundamental rights are respected.  And yet, the Commission is 
ready to paint all this complexity with the broad brush of “political interference” to 
leave residential mortgage loans out of its strategy (despite their importance).  The 
Commission seems to presume that a restructuring of corporate NPLs suffices to put 
the banking sector back on its feet.  The question is what if it does not?  The Blueprint 
uses the term “fundamental rights” only twice to refer to the rights… of the banks 
forced to transfer their NPLs to an AMC.223 Thus, either the Commission is myopic to 
fundamental rights considerations, which is unlikely, or it wishes to limit its advice to 

 
220 Article 2(5) of the Proposal on Credit Servicers, Purchasrs and Enforcement Procedures states that:  

Articles 3, 23 to 33 and 34 to 43 of this Directive shall not apply to: (a) secured credit agreements 
concluded between creditors and borrowers who are consumers as defined in point (a) of Article 
3 of Directive 2008/48/EC; (b) secured credit agreements concluded between creditors and 
business borrowers who are non-profit making companies; (c) secured credit agreements 
concluded between creditors and business borrowers which are secured by the following 
categories of collateral: (i) financial collateral arrangements as defined in Article 2(1)(a) of 
Directive 2002/47/EC37; (ii) immovable residential property which is the primary residence of 
a business borrower. 

221 Commission AMC Blueprint, supra note 9, at 46. 
222 Id. at 47. 
223 Id. at 10, 42. 
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the easier problems, i.e.  how to set up AMC’s for corporate debt, leaving Member 
States the thornier issues that make NPLs strategies difficult in the first place.  Yet an 
advice that leaves out the more complex problem is neither useful nor encouraging, 
and can still backfire, due to the risk of serious feedback effects on public confidence 
on banks, governments and European institutions.  In case a restructuring of corporate 
NPLs were insufficient, and social problems emerged as a result of aggressive 
foreclosure and recovery strategies, the issue would materialize downstream the 
NPLs’ disposal process but would impact the views on the design of the NPL strategy, 
the choice of the new NPLs owners and the remedies granted to recover their credits.  
If a sizeable amount of European citizens were deprived of their residential homes 
without being granted an alternative living solution, or were permanently kept out of 
the financial system due to past delinquency records, the public reaction could 
question the legitimacy of the overall scheme whereby such NPLs were disposed of 
in the first place, and it would be difficult to merely lay the blame at Member States’ 
doorstep. 

In summary, to talk in broad terms of the legal system as an important part of 
NPLs strategies is a useful simplification, but also a dangerous one, which that 
overlooks the fact that this legal system is an ensemble of delicate balances and 
compromises between important values.  Some of those compromises may be 
misguided and sacrifice efficiency for no visible gain and should thus be replaced with 
better ones.  But an approach that paints all obstacles with the broad brush of 
“inefficiency” will fail to support a NPLs strategy with the necessary meaning, 
consistent with the system’s inner values and, as such, will suffer a backlash or become 
a relic as soon as the crisis passes. 

CONCLUSION 

This is an article about choices.  It analyzed the framework of choices (or a menu 
of choices to choose from to deal with NPLs) in light of experiences in Ireland, 
Germany, and Spain.  It also looked at the case of a reluctant chooser in Italy, the 
complexities of a post-choice stage in Spain, and structured a proposal for dealing with 
NPLs at the European level in light of these experiences.  There are several 
conclusions to draw from our analysis. 

The first conclusion is that choices require an adequate institutional setting.  One 
of the main differences between the US and the EU is that NPLs, restructurings, and 
recapitalizations were dealt with much more quickly in America, which helped reboot 
the system, whereas political reasons left the Eurowide NPLs problem (like the DGS 
problem) to be dealt with at a national level, without a clear common framework to 
enhance the common market rather than balkanizing it. 

The second conclusion is that there is no single best solution when it comes to 
dealing with NPLs.  Europe’s NPLs problem has different sizes and degrees of 
acuteness, each of which call for variations and calibrations.  However, certain ideas 
are proving quite resilient.  First, be honest.  The calculation of the transfer price for 
NPLs needs to include an honest assessment of the chances of recovery and, if it must 
err, it should do so on the side of caution, so that the loss is quickly acknowledged.  
At the same time, fire-sale prices as offered by vulture investors are often not an 
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answer because they do not honestly reflect the real economic value of NPLs.  Next, 
there is nothing like “skin-in-the-game.” The involvement of banks and private 
companies in the capital and management of bad banks is positive as it gives them an 
incentive in the betterment of the system as a whole.  The government can do without 
a majority stake, as long as it has some governance entitlements.  Finally, structured 
funding is better.  The standard structure so far resembles an actively managed 
securitization, with funding composed of a state-guaranteed senior tranche, a 
mezzanine tranche (to be absorbed by the market), and a junior/equity tranche (also to 
be absorbed by the market), especially by the entities with the NPLs problem. 

In the consistency analysis that needs to take place for every NPLs case, the 
relationship between certain variations and certain solutions is also proving relatively 
stable.  Complex portfolios require some degree of sub-division or specialization.  
However, single-purpose structures only work when the problem is localized in a few 
entities.  Centralized structures send a strong message and facilitate dealing with the 
problem in a comprehensive fashion.  Specialties in portfolios can be dealt with 
through specialized subsidiaries or divisions.  Furthermore, the skin-in-the-game must 
be carefully appraised to ensure that entities with more credibility are not only invested 
in the process, but also that the greater risk is assumed by the entities that contributed 
more decisively to it.  It is important to separate the governance function (with 
executive and oversight roles) from the supervisory function, and to clarify each 
function in a context where the state is compelled to wear different hats. 

All these insights should be the founding lessons for any Eurowide strategy to 
deal with NPLs.  Naturally, formidable challenges lay ahead, including the politically 
sensitive issue of loss mutualization.  Still, the principles articulated above should help 
in devising a framework to adopt a solution that is sensible and necessary.  We put 
forward a proposal based on securitization because we believe that it has the necessary 
flexibility to favor private sector involvement, sidestep some of the thornier 
objections, and deepen the Capital Markets Union in the process. 

The third conclusion, as the case of Italy illustrates, is that making a clear, honest 
choice about the problem is better than not choosing anything or delaying the choice 
indefinitely, expecting the market not to notice, or the problem to disappear.  Although 
it may be unfair to characterize Italy as a non-decider, given the frantic pace of 
measures it adopted, Italy illustrates the problem of confusing specialization with 
decentralization.  Each instance of the problem was addressed as it arose, with narrow 
due regard to its own peculiarities, but the broader problem was never fully 
acknowledged.  The situation is not beyond repair, but the problem needs to be seen 
as a systemic issue of NPLs, with a specific size, features, and menu of choices for its 
solution.  The choice offered in this Article involves the securitization of NPLs 
through the transfer of values aligned with historical recovery rates, as well as the 
issuance of senior, investment-grade, state-guaranteed bonds, and a mezzanine and 
junior tranche subscribed by all participants in the market.  This would be followed 
by a recapitalization of the ailing banks and the resolution of the weaker ones, once 
the losses have been acknowledged. 

Focusing on the systemic problem of NPLs, the fourth conclusion requires seeing 
the limitations of the dominant perspective, based on individual bank crises.  When 
the focus is based on the individual bank, bail-in makes sense prior to any 
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recapitalization by government funds.  When the problem is systemic in nature (as is 
the one concerning NPLs), individual bail-ins can spread contagion if NPLs are not 
sorted out first.  In this context, it becomes clear how the current bank resolution 
framework for dealing with bank crises was designed to accommodate the European 
Commission’s already existing stance on State aid rules whose aim, while laudable, is 
to foster competition, not preserve systemic stability.  Furthermore, the complexity 
and open-ended nature of the existing State aid rules make them an uncertain compass 
for navigating the waters of bank crises, as was seen in the Commission’s 2008-2009 
lenient stance regarding many German banks.224 This also demonstrates how, in spite 
of the existence of mechanisms of macro-prudential supervision, there are no tools for 
dealing with crises on a macro-scale.  Providing such mechanisms, in the form of an 
EU “NPL facility” or “NPL framework,” would allow these mechanisms to interact 
with the micro mechanisms envisioned for individual banks.  It would also be a 
decisive step towards completing the Banking Union and could foster a single 
securitization market in the future. 

The fifth conclusion, as the Spanish case illustrates, is that complications can arise 
not only if one focuses too much on micro solutions, but also if the impact of micro 
developments in macro solutions is not anticipated.  Spain worked hard to address its 
NPLs problem but both it and the ESM failed to put the Memorandum in its proper 
context.  The result was that public authorities overwhelmingly adopted the solvency 
perspective at the expense of adequately considering consumer protection.  
Supervisory authorities paid less attention to how borrowers and investors were being 
treated by banks.  As the courts stepped in to fill the vacuum, banks were assailed and 
squeezed from both their asset side and liabilities side, which left some of them 
teetering.  Some litigation was necessary and welcome, some was opportunistic, and 
the collateral damage has been the increased legal uncertainty as to how exactly a bank 
is supposed to interact with its clients.  The Spanish case also illustrates the perils of 
assuming that the legal system, including the EU legal system, is a single entity that 
speaks with a single voice.  Had the “macro” strategy duly acknowledged the 
importance of “micro” implications, perhaps through some specific reporting system, 
and/or top-down workout and enforcement protocols, validated by EU authorities, 
courts would have had a specific framework to navigate the issues, rather than 
deciding on an ad hoc basis, and the right lessons on how to make financial stability 
compatible with individual rights would have been drawn. 

In conclusion, national experiences are useful for establishing both the “dos” and 
“do nots” of NPLs.  They also to help specify the “how-tos,” the “when-tos,” and the 
“with-whoms.” Yet, as soon as one accepts the arguments of economies of scale, 
specialization, and risk diversification, the case in favor of a Eurowide scheme 
becomes too obvious to ignore.  Therefore, instead of letting Member States fight a 
problem on their own that exceeds their boundaries, often with conflicting messages 
by EU institutions, it would be much better for those institutions to offer a framework 
that helps to identify the path to recovery and deal with macro-financial problems.  If 

 
224 See Commission Decision C 17/09, supra note 83; Commission Decision on State Aid C 10/09 

Implemented by the Netherlands for ING’s Illiquid Assets Back Facility and Restructuring Plan, 2010 O.J. 
(L 274) 139.   
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governments are asked to be bold and if the European Banking Union is to be 
completed, the proper tools must be in place. 

 

 

 


